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ABSTRACT
RYCEL LIM UY: Structure-Property Optimizations of Semiconducting Polymers for 
Organic Solar Cells 
(Under the direction of Wei You) 
 
 Many advances in organic photovoltaic efficiency are not yet fully understood 
and new insight into structure-property relationships is required in order to push this 
technology into broad commercial use.  The aim of this work is to utilize synthetic 
strategies to create new molecular designs for donor polymer systems used in organic 
solar cells.  Of particular interest are the underexplored issues surrounding the popular 
donor polymers benzodithiophene-thienothiophene (PBnDT–TT) and benzodithiophene-
fluorinated triazole (PBnDT-FTAZ) and determining how to take advantage of high 
dielectric constant materials.  In response to structural and electronic limitations, this 
work will focus on: (1) improving the synthesis of the thienothiazole (TTz) moiety to 
tune the energy levels of PBnD-TT, (2) advantageously utilizing electron-withdrawing 
substituents to further functionalize TTz-based polymers, (3) designing a high dielectric 
constant polymer to enhance exciton splitting at the donor/acceptor interface, and (4) 
structure-property optimizations to increase open circuit voltage and decrease band gap in 
fluorinated triazole polymers.  The unifying motivation behind each of these projects is 
establishing synthetic strategies to achieve creative molecular designs that will ultimately 
improve performance in organic solar cells.  
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction 
 
1.1 Background of Organic Solar Cells 
 Featuring significantly reduced cost on both materials and fabrication when 
compared with the market dominant crystalline Si solar cells, organic solar cells have 
been touted as a serious contender to lead the next generation of solar cells.  Thus, the 
field of organic solar cells has attracted a tremendous amount of research activity.  A 
simple search in the Web of Knowledge
SM
 using the key word of “organic solar cells” 
returned over 8,000 results!  As shown in Figure 1.1a, the number of publications has 
been rapidly increasing in the past 10 years, in particular within the past 5 years (Figure 
1.1b), which clearly indicates the rapid growth of this research field. 
 Among all “organic” based solar cells, polymer solar cells, in particular, 
polymer/fullerene based bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells,
1
 is arguably one of the 
hottest research fields.
2,3
  By blending the electron-donating semiconductor (DONOR, 
e.g., polymers) and an electron-accepting semiconductor (ACCEPTOR, e.g., fullerenes) 
in bulk, the BHJ offers some unique advantages and functions as follows (Figure 1.2).  
First, the light absorption by organic semiconductors produces excitons (tightly bound 
electron-hole pairs), which need to travel to the DONOR/ACCEPTOR interface in order 
                                                          
 Adapted with permission from Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2012, 33, 1162, by Rycel L. 
Uy, Samuel C. Price, and Wei You 
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to separate into energy-carrying charges.  However, these excitons usually have a very 
short lifespan and similarly short diffusion distance (~ 10 nm).  Thus, the minimized 
travel distance to the DONOR/ACCEPTOR interface rendered by the BHJ configuration 
is beneficial for efficient exciton dissociation.  Second, the BHJ maximizes the interfacial 
area between the DONOR and the ACCEPTOR, and allows one to employ films of 
thicknesses much larger (typically 100 – 200 nm) than the exciton diffusion length (~ 10 
nm).  A thick film can absorb more photons, thus more excitons can split into usable 
charges.  Finally, the interpenetrating network of the BHJ offers charge transport 
pathways to assist the charge collection at the electrodes. 
 
 
Figure 1.1. (a) Number of publications on organic solar cells since 1992.  (b) Number of 
publications in the last five years. 
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Figure 1.2. The process of exciton dissociation to charge separation.  Parameters that 
affect the open circuit voltage (Voc) are shown with white arrows and letters, parameters 
that affect the short circuit current (Jsc) are shown with black arrows and numbers. 
 
 Empowered by the synergistic efforts among chemists, physicists, and engineers, 
the power conversion efficiency of BHJ solar cells has been steadily increasing (Figure 
1.3).  From the materials’ perspective, poly(phenylene vinylene)s (PPV) dominated the 
research field in the 1990s, such as poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-
phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) and (poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)]-1,4-
phenylenevinylene (MDMO-PPV).  Through the application of chlorinated solvents to 
tune the morphology of the active layer (i.e., the blend of polymer and fullerene 
derivatives), up to 3.3% power conversion efficiencies were achieved in PPV based BHJ 
solar cells with [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) as the ACCEPTOR 
material, a soluble version of the original C60.
4,5
 The next efficiency milestone was 
achieved by poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), which has been extensively studied since 
the early 2000s.
6-8
  Again, the careful control of the morphology of the BHJ blend of 
P3HT:PC61BM ultimately resulted in ~5% efficiency.
3,8-10
  However, with relatively large 
band gaps, both PPVs and P3HT cannot absorb light effectively, severely limiting further 
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efficiency improvement.  Therefore researchers have pursued novel polymers of lower 
band gaps, in order to harvest more light thereby potentially attaining higher efficiency.  
In the past few years, the field has witnessed the development of several new polymers, 
with a few achieving 7-8% efficiency in typical BHJ devices with fullerenes as the 
ACCEPTOR.
11-22   Very recently, a record high efficiency of over 10% was reportedly 
achieved by Mitsubishi.
23,24
  All these accomplishments are a testament to the significant 
progress achieved by the organic photovoltaic (OPV) research community.  
 
Figure 1.3. Selected power conversion efficiency results show significant progress.  
Adapted with permission from National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).  
Copyright 2011. 
 
1.2 Influence of external substituents  
 A growing trend has been to incorporate electron-withdrawing substituents into 
the polymer structure, which in many cases have led to dramatic enhancements in solar 
cell performance.
11,21,22,25
  It has already been demonstrated that they can effectively 
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orbital (LUMO) levels.
26
  However, researchers have yet to determine why these 
substituents, especially the fluorine atom, seem to have a good effect on the hole 
mobility, morphology, and charge dissociation of the polymer.  The following section 
will categorize examples based on substituent location (on the electron-deficient moiety 
or the electron-rich) and attempt to survey how photovoltaic properties are impacted. 
 
1.3 Substitution on the acceptor moiety 
 Polymer backbones substituted with fluorines on the most electron-deficient unit 
have received widespread attention for their exceptional performance in solar cells.  
Three of the top polymers achieving over 7% efficiency contain the benzodithiophene 
(BnDT) unit copolymerized with a fluorinated acceptor moiety such as thienothiophene 
(TT),
11
 benzotriazole (TAZ),
22
 and benzothiadiazole (BT).
21
  Table 1.1 lists the 
photovoltaic properties compared with their non-fluorinated counterparts, and as can be 
seen, fluorinating the acceptor moiety seems to lead to better photovoltaic properties all 
around. 
 The PTB polymer series was the first to draw attention to incorporating fluorine 
into donor polymers and thus, will be the main focus in this section since many studies 
have already been conducted on this series.  Fluorine was originally introduced to the 3-
position of the thienothiophene moiety as a second electron-withdrawing group (the first 
being the ester alkyl group) to further lower the HOMO level and therefore enhance 
Voc.
25,27
  Studies on PTB have shown that fluorine only lowers the HOMO level by – 0.15 
eV (PTB9 vs. PTB7) while the Voc improves from only 0.60 to 0.74 V.
11,28
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Table 1.1. Photovoltaic properties of high-performing fluorinated polymers and their 
non-fluorinated counterparts.  
  X 
η 
[%] 
Voc 
[V] 
Jsc 
[mA/cm
2
] 
FF 
[%] 
μhole 
[cm
2
/V·s] 
Ref 
1 
 
F 7.40 0.74 14.50 68.97 5.8 × 10
-4
 
11
 
H 5.54 0.60 14.40 66.00 4.0 × 10
-4
 
28
 
2 
 
F 7.10 0.79 11.83 72.9 
1.03 × 10
-
3
 
22
 
H 4.36 0.70 11.14 55.2 
2.94 × 10
-
4
 
3 
 
F 7.2 0.91 12.91 61.2 8.3 × 10
-5 
21
 
H 5.0 0.87 10.03 57.3 3.8 × 10
-5
 
*Please see respective references for processing conditions and fullerene material used. 
 
 Of the various electron-withdrawing groups used, fluorine appears to be one of 
the most promising because it not only lowers the HOMO level but appears to improve 
morphology.  PTB7, which achieved a record-breaking 7.4% efficiency,
11
 has 
demonstrated a very favorable morphology.  The “zig-zag” shape of PTB’s backbone is 
credited with being responsible for its face-on orientation which allows for maximal 
contact with the electrode.
29
  Furthermore, a grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray 
scattering (GIWAXS) study proposes that within the active layer, a hierarchy exists 
ranging from PTB7 nanocrystallites > interpenetrating regions of polymer and fullerene > 
PCBM nanocrystallites.
30
  The PTB7 crystalline aggregates are believed to be responsible 
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for the high photocurrent observed since its crystallinity not only reduces charge transfer 
energy, but is also similar in size to exciton diffusion lengths (4-20 nm).  Thus, when an 
exciton is generated within a PTB7 nanocrystallite, the process toward dissociating 
charges is greatly facilitated.  Whether or not this proposed morphology is inherent to 
PTB polymers or due to fluorine has yet to be determined.  Thus, other fluorinated 
systems, especially their morphology, should be further investigated. 
 Similar improvements in morphology are observed in the benzothiadiazole and 
benzotriazole-based polymers, both of which were fabricated without the use of 
additives.
21,22
  When compared with their non-fluorinated counterparts, the x-ray 
diffraction (XRD) data of PBnDT-DTffBT and PBnDT-FTAZ both show larger d-
spacing values: 18.1 vs. 17.7 Å for benzothiadiazole polymers and 18.7 vs. 17.8 Å for 
benzotriazole polymers.  It is likely that the repulsive nature of the fluorine atoms is 
keeping PCBM further away during electron-transfer reactions, possibly enhancing 
electron-hole charge-transfer complex separation and slowing down processes such as 
charge recombination.  However, additional studies beyond XRD are needed to 
accurately elucidate the behavior between fluorinated polymers with PCBM. 
 This then begs the question: is there a certain fluorine concentration that leads to 
optimum interactions with PCBM?  Jen and co-workers examined nonfluoro-, 
monofluoro-, and difluoro-substituted benzothiadiazole polymers PIDT-BT, PIDT-FBT, 
and PIDT-DFBT (Table 1.2).
31
  As expected, the HOMO energy levels lowered and Voc 
increased with increasing fluorine concentration on the benzothiadiazole acceptor moiety.  
However, other properties such as Jsc, FF, and hole mobility were roughly similar for all 
three polymers.  Given that this is just one specific series, it would be interesting to see 
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similar studies conducted on other systems.  Such studies would gauge the influence of 
fluorine concentration on how polymers pack with fullerenes and the effect on charge 
recombination (geminate and bimolecular) to give further insight on charge transfer 
processes with PCBM.  
 
Table 1.2.  Photovoltaic properties of PIDT-BT, PIDT-FBT, PIDT-DFBT. 
 
Polymer 
HOMO level 
[eV] 
Voc 
[V] 
Jsc 
[mA/cm
2
] 
FF 
[%] 
μhole 
[cm
2
/V·s] 
η 
[%] 
PIDT-BT – 5.23 0.81 11.23 55 4.69 × 10
-2
 5.02 
PIDT-FBT – 5.38 0.86 11.23 56 3.38 × 10
-2
 5.40 
PIDT-DFBT – 5.48 0.92 10.87 51 2.88 × 10
-3
 5.10 
 
1.4 Substitution on the donor moiety 
 Not all fluorine substitutions appear to be beneficial.  When Yu and co-workers 
fluorinated the benzodithiophene (BnDT) donor moiety, solar cells performed poorly.
32
  
Similar to the previous strategy, fluorinating the BnDT unit was intended to fine-tune the 
HOMO level of PTB polymers.  The resulting HOMO levels of PTBF2 and PTBF3 were 
indeed lowered by – 0.26 and – 0.33 eV, respectively.  However, transmission electron 
micrographs (TEM) of the polymer-PCBM films for PTBF2 and PTBF3 revealed non-
continuous networks with large phase domains on the order of 50-200 nm, encouraging 
charge recombination and leading to dramatic decreases in Voc, FF, and efficiency.  In 
addition to the difficulty of synthesizing the fluorinated BnDT unit, PTBF2 and PTBF3 
were observed to be unstable.  The fluorines on BnDT pull electron density away from 
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the thienothiophene moiety, concentrating it on the 4 and 6 positions of thienothiophene, 
making the polymer vulnerable to singlet oxygen attack. 
 
1.5 Substituent location 
 The improvement or decline in morphology of DONOR polymers is most likely 
related the location of the fluorine(s), more specifically which moiety is fluorinated.  
When the most electron-deficient unit is fluorinated (such as thienothiophene,
11,29
 
benzothiadiazole,
21
 or benzotriazole
22
), the fluorines seem to keep PCBM at a distance 
creating phase domains (~10-20 nm) that favor charge separation.  It’s unclear if this is a 
property inherent to these specific polymer systems since this favorable polymer-PCBM 
interaction is not observed when the electron-rich unit (BnDT) is fluorinated.
32
  From an 
electronic standpoint this is in agreement with the weak donor-strong acceptor 
approach.
33
  The “weak donor” should be kept electron-rich and the “strong acceptor” 
should be as electron-deficient as possible.    
 In addition, a recent report by the Yu group suggests that electron-withdrawing 
groups should be placed such that the resulting local dipole moments do not cancel each 
other out based on their study of PTBF2 and PBB3.
34
  PTBF2 contains two opposing 
fluorines on the BnDT unit while PBB3 contains two adjacent thienothiophene (TT) units 
trans to another.  In both cases, the internal dipole moment is greatly reduced according 
to calculations.  Similar to PTB7, polymer PBB3 exhibits a good thin-film morphology, a 
high hole mobility, and even lower band gap.  Despite these favorable characteristics, 
PBB3 shows a comparatively low Jsc and thus efficiency of only 2.04%, suggesting that 
other factors need to be considered.  Yu et al. propose that the minimized dipole moment 
10 
 
in PTBF2 and PBB3 prevent the excited state from polarizing, leading to faster charge 
recombination and ultimately low power conversion efficiencies. 
 
Table 1.3.  Photovoltaic properties of PTB7, PTBF2, and PBB3. 
 
Polymer 
HOMO 
[ev] 
LUMO 
[eV] 
Eg 
[eV] 
Voc 
[V] 
Jsc 
[mA/cm
2
] 
FF 
[%] 
μhole 
[cm
2
/V·s] 
η [%] 
PTB7 – 5.15 – 3.31 1.84 0.74 14.5 68.97 4.1 × 10
-4
 7.40 
PTBF2 – 5.41 – 3.60 1.81 0.68 11.1 42.2 1.8 × 10
-4
 3.20 
PBB3 – 4.95 – 3.28 1.67 0.63 6.37 51.0 1.1 × 10
-4
 2.04 
 
1.6 Issues to focus on 
 In light of these structural and electronic limitations, the goal of this dissertation is 
not to exhaustively address each one but rather focus on the molecular design of 
conjugated polymers that warrant further research activities, such as (1) lowering the 
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy level of thienothiophene polymer 
derivatives, (2) advantageously utilizing electron-withdrawing substituents, (3) 
establishing a model to study the effects of high dielectric constant materials in organic 
solar cells, and (4) structure-property optimizations to increase open circuit voltage and 
decreasing band gap.  The overarching theme of this work is using synthesis to achieve 
creative molecular designs in order to reach even higher efficiencies in organic solar 
cells. 
 
CHAPTER 2
Improved Synthesis of Thienothiazole and Its Utility in Developing Polymers for 
Photovoltaics

 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Although substantial improvements have been made in the development of donor 
polymers for organic solar cells
35-39
 reaching over 5% power conversion 
efficiency,
15,19,21,22,40-42
 recent years have seen only incremental advances.  This 
highlights the need to probe the inherent issues limiting current donor materials and focus 
on discovering design fundamentals necessary to develop better-performing polymers.  
Currently, one of the top performers is a polymer series consisting of alternating 
benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene (BnDT) and thieno[3,4-b]thiophene (TT) moieties that 
have reached efficiencies over 7%.
11,25,43-46
 
The success of the PBnDT-TT series can be attributed to this material meeting 
four of the five generally accepted criteria necessary for donor polymers to perform well 
in bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells.
33,44,47-49
  Because the TT moiety can stabilize its 
quinoid form, this leads to more double bond character in the polymer backbone which 
leads to (1) a low band gap of ~1.5 eV, as well as (2) high hole mobility.  Also, since 
every BnDT-TT unit contains three solubilizing side groups, the alkyl chains need not be
                                                          
 Adapted with permission from Macromolecules 2011, 44, 9146, by Rycel L. Uy, 
Liqiang Yang, Huaxing Zhou, Samuel C. Price, and Wei You 
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excessively long. Moderate chain lengths allow PBnDT-TT to achieve (3) good solubility 
in spin-casting solvents (4) high molecular weight,
50,51
 and in addition, enhances short 
circuit current (Jsc).
52
  However, even with an electron-withdrawing ester as the 
stabilizing group, the electron-rich nature of TT raises the highest occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) level too high at about – 5.0 eV,25,53 failing to achieve (5) a low-lying 
HOMO level around – 5.4 eV and leading to lower open circuit voltage (Voc) and 
therefore lower efficiency.
37,49
   
 In an effort to lower the HOMO level of the polymer, TT has been substituted 
with various electron-withdrawing groups.  For example, Hou et al. replaced the ester 
with a ketone but observed almost no change in the HOMO level.
43
  Similarly, when 
fluorine was placed on TT, this lowered the HOMO level by only 0.11 eV.
25
  When 
Huang et al. used the even more electronegative sulfonyl on TT instead, the resulting 
HOMO level was still very similar.
45
  Although adding and changing substituents has 
shown some success, directly engineering the polymer backbone is a more effective 
method to tune energy levels.
33,54
  Given that further structural modifications to TT have 
been nearly exhausted, a new unit needs to be designed that still incorporates the 
advantages of TT while offering similar or lower HOMO levels in its polymers. 
 One way to increase the electron-deficiency of TT and eliminate the need for 
external ester or fluorine substituents is to introduce an electron-deficient unit such as 
thiazole thereby changing the moiety to thienothiazole (TTz), which is also capable of 
stabilizing its quinoid form.
55
  To gauge the effect on the HOMO level, density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations were collected for alkylated TTz and TTs with an alkyl and 
ester alkyl chains (Figure 1).  All three were paired with BnDT
56,57
 since this unit has 
13 
 
demonstrated numerous favorable results in BHJ solar cells.
44,58
  As shown in Table 1, 
calculations predict that adding the ester to the TT versus changing the carbon to nitrogen 
(TTz) lower the HOMO level by a similar amount, 0.15 eV and 0.14 eV respectively.  
Thus, in this initial study we want to investigate how the TTz based polymer’s solar cell 
performance will compare with that of the ester-TT based polymer. 
 
Figure 2.1.  Oligomeric units of (A) alkyl TT, (B) ester TT, and (C) alkyl TTz used to 
perform DFT calculations. 
 
Table 2.1. DFT calculations for BnDT co-polymerized with alkylated TT, ester TT, and 
alkylated TTz. 
 
 HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] Eg [eV] 
alkyl TT – 5.06 – 1.75 3.31 
ester TT – 5.21 – 2.17 3.04 
alkyl TTz – 5.20 –1.86 3.34 
 
 In addition to a similar HOMO level, TTz possesses several potential 
improvements over ester-TT.  The unfunctionalized α position provides a synthetic 
handle for further modifications that would allow for further lowering of the HOMO 
level (Figure 2).  To date, there had only been one previous report of thienothiazole in the 
literature,
55
 which involved seven mostly low-yielding steps. This procedure was recently 
reproduced by Leclerc and coworkers during the preparation of this manuscript and the 
14 
 
reported yields were similarly low.
59
  If the number of steps can be drastically shortened, 
TTz would also be synthetically favorable over TT which can take four to seven steps, 
each rendition reported as being difficult and costly.
25,43,45,46,60
  These synthetic 
challenges with TT will hinder this material’s viability of being reproduced on a 
commercial scale in the future. 
 
Figure 2.2. Two different approaches to tune the energy levels of thienothiophene, where 
dashed arrows indicate further structural variations. 
 
Herein we report a new, facile synthetic route to TTz, involving only four high-
yielding steps.  To make TTz, the key bond disconnection is the C-S bond in the top 
thiazole ring rather than the C-S-C bond formation toward the bottom thiophene unit, 
allowing us to make the unit much faster.  From this optimized route, a new polymer 
PBnDT-TTz was made and its properties were studied alongside its TT analogue.  
Compared to PBnDT-TT, PBnDT-TTz exhibits better surface morphology, hole mobility, 
Jsc, and thus higher solar cell efficiency (2.3% over 1.2%), demonstrating the usefulness 
of this moiety in photovoltaics. 
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2.2 Synthesis of thienothiazole monomer and polymer.   
 The originally published procedure
55
 was reproduced on a test run using an 
undecyl alkyl chain with the following yields shown in Scheme 1.  As can be seen, this 
synthetic route suffers from several drawbacks.  The most significant one is that the chain 
length must be decided in the first step, making later structural modifications to TTz 
inefficient and tedious.  Furthermore, seven steps are required to get to TTz, many of 
which are low-yielding, especially in the later steps forming the thiophene ring. 
Scheme 2.1.  Synthesis of thienothiazole, Procedure I: literature procedure with observed 
yields. 
 
 Rather than starting with thiazole and attempting to form the second thiophene 
ring, we decided that starting with the thiophene ring would be more advantageous, since 
a variety of functionalized thiophenes are commercially available.  Additionally, carbon-
heteroatom bond disconnections allow for a much faster synthesis and a broader scope of 
reactions to be considered.
61
  Thus, we decided to construct the thiazole from an amide at 
the three position of the thiophene, and then close the ring via Cu-catalyzed cyclization 
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between the carbon-sulfur bond.
62
  Functionalizing the thiophene with an amide at this 
position provides us with a number of benefits (Figure 3).  It allows us to anchor on our 
desired alkyl chain, which can later be converted to a thioamide easily, and there are a 
multitude of amide precursors we can start from such as a nitro group, azide, amine, 
carboxylic acid, etc. 
 
Figure 2.3. Retrosynthetic analysis of thienothiazole. 
 We chose to begin with a carboxylic acid and mapped out an alternate synthetic 
route (Scheme 2).  However, 3-bromothiophene-4-carboxylic acid (1) itself could not be 
generated pure and in high yield.  Solvent choice played an important role in this 
halogen-lithium exchange reaction.  Tetrahydrofuran could not be used since 3,4-
dibromothiophene can undergo scrambling in this solvent.
63
  When hexanes was used, the 
desired carboxylic acid was isolated but in low yield since 3,4-dibromothiophene is only 
sparingly soluble in hexanes at low temperatures.  There was no solubility issue when 
diethyl ether was used as the solvent and furthermore, deuterium-labeling experiments 
proved that scrambling of the starting material did not occur in this solvent.  However 
this reaction in diethyl ether led to the dicarboxylic acid as the major product (Figure 4), 
most likely because 3-bromothiophene-4-carboxylic acid is more reactive toward 
halogen-lithium exchange than 3,4-dibromothiophene. 
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Scheme 2.2. Synthesis of thienothiazole, Procedure II: via 3-bromothiophene-4-
carboxylic acid. 
 
 
Figure 2.4.  Proton NMR spectra of (A) 3,4-dibromothiophene; (B) 3-bromothiophene-4-
carboxylic acid; (C) 3,4-dicarboxylic acid thiophene. 
 
c b
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 A third route shown in Scheme 3 was then proposed.  Rather than synthesizing a 
boc-protected amine then deprotecting to attach the alkyl chain as was originally 
suggested in Scheme 2, we decided to make 3-azido-4-bromothiophene
64
 and reduce it to 
the free amine (2) in one pot. The corresponding acid chloride is then added to attach the 
alkyl chain of choice (ethylhexyl) to obtain our amide (3).  Particularly noteworthy in this 
synthesis is the Cu-catalyzed cyclization
62
 of the thioamide (4), which was adapted from 
a procedure reported by Evindar et al.  This C-S bond forming reaction is very clean, 
proceeds in quantitative yield, and has previously been demonstrated as an efficient way 
to form benzothiazoles
62
 and now thienothiazoles as well.  Procedure III was our first 
successful synthesis of TTz and was an improvement over the previous two routes in that 
the yields were higher and that it afforded the target compound in only five steps. 
 
Scheme 2.3. Synthesis of thienothiazole, Procedure III: via 3-amino-4-bromothiophene. 
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 In order to further optimize the route, we decided to isolate 3-azido-4-
bromothiophene instead and treat it with the appropriate carboxylic acid to attach the 
alkyl chain of choice (ethylhexyl).  This reaction is known as the Staudinger-Vilarrasa 
reaction,
65
 which allows us to synthesize our desired amide from the azide in one step.  
This synthetic route (Scheme 4) is a dramatic improvement over the previous methods 
since it is only four steps, yields are higher, and the chain length is introduced much later 
in the synthesis.  TTz is then brominated via N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) (5) and 
polymerized via Stille polycondensation
66,67
 with the corresponding benzodithiophene 
distannane monomer (BnDT) using conventional heating conditions to afford the new 
PBnDT-TTz polymer (Scheme 5).     
 
Scheme 2.4.  Synthesis of thienothiazole, Procedure IV: via 3-azido-4-bromothiophene  
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Scheme 2.5.  Synthesis of polymers, PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT. 
 
Table 2.2. Polymerization Results for Polymers 
 
Mn [kg/mol] Mw [kg/mol] PDI Yield [%] 
PBnDT-TTz 25.7 62.6 2.43 90.3 
PBnDT-TT 16.6 43.3 2.61 35.7 
 
 For the sake of comparison, the analogous TT polymer was also synthesized 
according to the literature
25
 since the photovoltaic (PV) properties of this specific BnDT-
TT polymer with ethylhexyl chains on both units had not been previously reported.  Both 
polymers were purified by Soxhlet extraction with methanol, ethyl acetate, hexanes, and 
chloroform.  Using the resulting solids from the chloroform fraction, the molecular 
weights of the polymers were determined by high-temperature gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 135 °C (Table 2.2).  For 
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conventional heating, both polymers yielded comparable and moderately high molecular 
weights. 
 
2.3 Optical and electrochemical properties.   
 The absorption spectra and the cyclic voltammograms of the polymers are shown 
in Figure 5, with all the representative data summarized in Table 2.3.  Compared to 
PBnDT-TT, PBnDT-TTz exhibits a more pronounced absorption shoulder at 628 nm, 
indicating strong aggregation (π-π stacking) in solution. However, PBnDT-TT has a 
broader absorption and smaller band gap by 0.24 eV, most likely due to TT’s lower 
resonance energy.  According to DFT calculation results shown in Table 4, the difference 
between the band gaps of the aromatic and quinoid ester BnDT-TT is much smaller (1.33 
eV) than BnDT-TTz (1.58 eV).  This suggests that TT tends to favor its quinoid form 
more so than TTz does, leading to PBnDT-TT’s smaller band gap.  Nevertheless, the 
observed HOMO levels
68
 of both polymers are identical (– 5.06 eV) as the calculations 
predicted (Table 2.1), which implies that the introduction of the nitrogen within the 
polymer backbone indeed has a similar effect on the energy levels as an ester substituent 
does.   
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Table 2.3. Optical and electrochemical data of polymers. 
 
UV-vis Absorption 
 
Cyclic Voltammetry 
 
CHCl3 solution  
film 
 
E ox 
onset (V) 
E red 
onset (V) 
 
λmax 
[nm] 
Eg 
[eV]  
λmax 
[nm] 
Eg 
[eV]  
HOMO 
[eV] 
LUMO 
[eV] 
PBnDT-TTz 628 1.88 
 
632 1.85 
 
–5.06 –2.82 
PBnDT-TT 670 1.65 
 
673 1.61 
 
–5.06 –3.14 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5. (A) UV-vis absorption spectra of PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT. 
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Figure 2.5.  (B) Cyclic voltammograms of PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT. 
 
Table 2.4.  DFT calculations of quinoidal structures for BnDT co-polymerized with alkyl 
TT, ester TT, and alkyl TTz. 
 
HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] Eg [eV] 
Eg difference 
vs. aromatic [eV] 
alkyl TT – 4.70 – 2.94 1.76 1.55 
ester TT – 4.89 – 3.18 1.71 1.33 
alkyl TTz – 4.78 – 3.02 1.76 1.58 
 
2.4 Photovoltaic properties.   
 Despite having the same HOMO level, PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT display 
vastly different PV properties (Table 5).  The first major difference is the influence of the 
spin-casting solvent used, either chlorobenzene (CB) or o-dichlorobenzene (DCB).  For 
PBnDT-TT, solvent choice made little impact on its PV properties.  PCE, mobility, Voc, 
-3 -2 -1 0 1
Potential vs. Fc/Fc* (mV)
 PBnDT-TTz
 PBnDT-TT
(B)
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Jsc, fill factor, and absorption coefficient values were all very similar in both CB and 
DCB (Table 2.5, Figures 2.6 and 2.7).  Although these values differ from the polymer 
series reported by Liang et al.,
11,25,53
 it’s important to note that this specific side chain 
combination has not been reported and it is not surprising that a slight modification in 
chain length would yield such a difference in PV performance.
29,52,69
   
 
Table 2.5.  Characteristic photovoltaic data for PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT. 
Polymer  Solvent  Thickness 
[nm]  
Mobility 
[cm
2
/V·s]  
J
sc
 
[mA/cm
2
]  
V
oc
 [V]  FF 
[%]  
PCE 
[%]  
PBnDT-TT  CB  105  4.52 × 10
-5 
 4.99 0.69  35.1  1.2  
PBnDT-TT DCB 94 2.22 × 10
-4
 4.96 0.69 36.6 1.3 
PBnDT-TTz  CB  97  2.18 × 10
-4 
 8.64  0.69  42.4  2.5 
PBnDT-TTz DCB 112 4.84 × 10
-4
 2.73 0.63 41.3 0.71 
 
 
Figure 2.6.  Characteristic I-V curves of PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT BHJ solar cells 
under 1 sun condition in (A) chlorobenzene and (B) dichlorobenzene. 
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Figure 2.7. Incident photon to current efficiency and solid film absorption of each blend 
of polymer:PC61BM in (A) chlorobenzene and (B) dichlorobenzene.  
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 PBnDT-TTz on the other hand, is greatly influenced by the processing solvent.  In 
DCB, PV properties are inferior, especially Jsc and the absorption coefficient.  As 
discussed previously, PBnDT-TTz has a stronger π-π stacking ability than PBnDT-TT. 
Therefore, in the high boiling solvent (DCB) which extends the solvent annealing time, 
PBnDT-TTz chains have more time to agglomerate, detrimentally leading to further 
phase separation between polymer chains and PCBM molecules. This is also confirmed 
in the atomic force microscopy (AFM) images in which the surface morphology of 
PBnDT-TTz exhibits large domains in DCB (Figure 2.8B) compared to CB (Figure 
2.8A). These strong agglomerations of PBnDT-TTz produce a non-uniform PBnDT-
TTz/PCBM thin film processed in DCB, and consequently a low absorption coefficient 
and Jsc.  Low boiling solvent (CB) shortens annealing time and therefore reduces 
excessive polymer-PCBM segregation, leading to a more favorable surface morphology 
in the PBnDT-TTz/PCBM thin film (Figure 2.8A).  In this initial study, AFM was used to 
survey the surface nature of the polymer/PCBM films which are rather thin at ~100 nm 
(Table 2.5).  However more advanced techniques such as defocused transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) or neutron scattering will be used in the future to determine the actual 
bulk morphology of PBnDT-TTz/PCBM films. 
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Figure 2.8. AFM images of PBnDT-TTz in (A) chlorobenzene and (B) dichlorobenzene. 
 
 When processed in CB, both polymers exhibit the same Voc (0.69 eV), further 
signifying that changing to the thiazole unit has a similar effect as substituting TT with an 
ester.  The absence of the external ester in PBnDT-TTz case appears to have led to 
smaller surface domains, higher fill factor (42.4% vs. 35.1%), higher Jsc (8.64 mA/cm
2
 
vs. 4.99 mA/cm
2
), and higher hole mobility (4.52 × 10
-5 
vs. 2.18 × 10
-4
), ultimately 
making this polymer more efficient.  
(A)
(B)
Height Phase
Height
Phase
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2.5 Conclusions 
 In summary, we have established a new synthetic route to thienothiazole, 
streamlining it down from seven to four much higher-yielding steps.  Furthermore, side 
chain modification can be done much later in the synthesis, making it easier to create a 
library of thienothiazole-based compounds.  From this new route, a new PBnDT-TTz 
polymer was made and compared to its TT counterpart, which is synthetically harder to 
produce.  Both polymers exhibit the same Voc and HOMO level, indicating that 
incorporating a nitrogen into the backbone can achieve a similar effect without sacrificing 
TT’s beneficial qualities and eliminates the reliance on external substituents.  
Interestingly, PBnDT-TTz demonstrated solvent dependence, exhibiting far better surface 
morphology and solar cell performance in CB than in DCB.  Despite having a larger band 
gap than its TT analogue, PBnDT-TTz’s Jsc and mobility are considerably higher, leading 
to higher solar cell efficiency.  These favorable results support the design motif that 
backbone modification can be more advantageous than an external substituent and it also 
demonstrates the usefulness of the TTz moiety in photovoltaics.  Furthermore, because 
the TTz used in this initial study has only a simple alkyl chain, many other structural 
modifications can be made in the future to improve solar cell performance.  Such studies 
are currently underway and will be reported in due course. 
 
2.6 Experimental Section 
 Reagents.  2-azido-3-bromothiophene
64
 was synthesized according to the 
literature.  All solvents are ACS grade unless otherwise noted.  Anhydrous diethyl ether, 
toluene, and DMF were used as received.  THF was dried by distillation from 
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sodium/benzophenone.  All other chemicals were purchased from commercial sources 
(Acros, Alfa Aesar, Sigma Aldrich, Fisher Scientific, Oakwood Chemical, Matrix 
Scientific) and used without further purification. 
 N-(4-bromothiophenyl)-3-ethylheptanamide (3).  To a mixture of PySSPy (3.16 
mmol, 0.696 g) and carboxylic acid (15.8 mmol, 2.50 g) stirring in anhydrous toluene 
(125 mL) under argon, 2-azido-3-bromothiophene (15.8 mmol, 3.23 g) was added.  1.0 M 
trimethylphosphine solution in toluene (48.7 mmol, 48.7 mL) was then slowly added at 0 
o
C.  Reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred overnight.  
Afterward, the mixture was extracted with saturated sodium bicarbonate and ethyl 
acetate.  The organic layers were combined and dried over MgSO4.  The compound was 
then purified by column chromatography by eluting with 5% ethyl acetate/hexanes to 
afford a colorless oil.  Yield: 65%.  
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, δ): 7.91 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 
1H), 7.23 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 1H), 2.33 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H), 1.92 (m, 1H), 1.34 (m, 8H), 0.90 
(m, 6H).  
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 170.01, 132.58, 121.22, 110.37, 104.20, 41.88, 
36.91, 33.00, 28.84, 26.24, 22.92, 14.05, 10.84. 
 N-(4-bromothiophenyl)-3-ethylheptanethioamide (4).  Lawesson’s reagent 
(15.3 mmol, 6.19 g) was added to a solution of compound (3) (10.2 mmol, 2.96 g) stirring 
in anhydrous THF (125 mL).  The reaction mixture was refluxed overnight.  Afterward, 
the reaction mixture was partitioned between ethyl acetate and 10% NaOH solution.  The 
organic layer was collected and dried over MgSO4.  The mixture was then purified via 
column chromatography using a 5% ethyl acetate/hexanes mixture as the eluent, resulting 
in a pale yellow oil.  Yield: 91%.  
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, δ): 8.90 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, 
1H), 7.22 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, 1H), 2.73 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H), 2.03 (m, 1H), 1.33 (m, 8H), 0.88 
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(m, 6H).  
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 202.42, 133.67, 121.99, 114.80, 105.36, 53.92, 
40.66, 32.58, 29.21, 26.06, 23.36, 14.60, 11.23. 
 2-(2-ethylhexyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole (TTz).  CuI (0.464 mmol, 88.0 mg), 
Neocuproine (0.927 mmol, 0.193 g), and K2CO3 (13.9 mmol, 1.92 g) were quickly added 
to a solution of compound (4) (9.27 mmol, 3.10 g) stirring in anhydrous THF (125 mL) 
under argon. The reaction mixture was then refluxed overnight and then extracted using 
ethyl acetate and water.  Column chromatography was performed using 5% ethyl 
acetate/hexanes to afford a yellow oil in quantitative yield.  
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, 
δ): 7.46 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, 1H), 7.17 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, 1H), 2.92 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 1.59 (m, 
1H), 1.42 (m, 8H), 0.91 (m, 6H).  
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 178.25, 160.02, 
134.29, 130.84, 109.34, 39.86, 39.60, 32.64, 28.75, 25.86, 22.93, 14.07, 10.73. 
 4,6-dibromo-2-(2-ethylhexyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole (5).  To a solution of 
thienothiazole (TTz) (9.67 mmol, 2.45 g) stirring in ACS grade THF (125 mL) at 0 
o
C, N-
bromosuccinimide (19.34 mmol, 3.44 g) was slowly added portion-wise.  The reaction 
mixture was then allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred overnight.  After 
confirming by TLC that the reactant was no longer present, the mixture was then 
partitioned between ethyl acetate and saturated sodium bicarbonate.  The combined 
organic layers were then dried over MgSO4.  The compound was then isolated by column 
chromatography using 5% ethyl acetate/hexanes resulting in a yellow oil.  Yield: 62%.  
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, δ): 2.91 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 1.86 (m, 1H), 1.44 (m, 8H), 
0.85 (m, 6H).  
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 179.79, 156.75, 135.81, 128.80, 95.11, 
39.93, 39.92, 32.58, 28.69, 25.86, 22.89, 14.06, 10.72. 
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 Representative Stille Coupling Polymerization Procedure.  To a degassed 
solution of monomer (5) (0.516 mmol, 0.212 g) and distannylated benzodithiophene 
(0.516 mmol, 0.398 g) in anhydrous DMF (2 mL) and anhydrous toluene (8 mL) under 
argon, tetrakis triphenylphosphine palladium (0.021 mmol, 24.0 mg) was quickly added.  
Reaction mixture was then refluxed for 48 hours.  Afterward the reaction mixture was 
then precipitated into methanol.  The polymer solids were then collected and Soxhlet 
extracted with methanol, ethyl acetate, hexanes, and then chloroform.  The chloroform 
extracts were then concentrated and precipitated into methanol and then filtered and 
washed with methanol.  The residual solvent was then removed under vacuum affording 
PBnDT-TTz as a gold-black solid. 
 Instrumentation.  
1
H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were obtained 
at 300 or 400 MHz as solutions in CDCl3, 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2, or DMSO-d6.  
13
C 
NMR spectra were obtained at 100 MHz as solutions in CDCl3.  Chemical shifts are 
reported in parts per million (ppm, δ) and referenced from trimethylsilane.  Coupling 
constants J are reported in hertz.  Spectral splitting patterns are designated as s (singlet), 
d (doublet), m (multiplet) and br (broad).  Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 
measurements were carried out on a Polymer Laboratories PL-GPC 220 instrument, using 
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as the eluent (stabilized with 125 ppm BHT) at 135 °C.  The 
obtained molecular weight is relative to polystyrene standards.  UV-Vis absorption 
spectra were taken by a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrophotometer.  For the measurement 
of thin films, polymers were spun-coat onto pre-cleaned glass slides from ~10 mg/mL 
polymer solutions in chlorobenzene.  Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed 
on a Bioanalytical Systems (BAS) Epsilon potentiostat equipped with a three-electrode 
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configuration: a glassy carbon working electrode, a Ag/AgNO3 (0.01 M in anhydrous 
acetonitrile) reference electrode, and a Pt wire counter electrode.  Measurements were 
taken under an argon atmosphere at a scan rate of 100 mV/s in anhydrous acetonitrile 
with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M) as the supporting electrolyte.  
Polymer films were drop cast onto the glassy carbon electrode from a concentrated 
polymer solution in chloroform and dried under a stream of argon prior to obtaining 
measurements.  The potential of the Ag/AgNO3 reference electrode was internally 
calibrated by using the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple (Fc/Fc
+
).  The 
electrochemical onsets were determined at the position where the current starts to deviate 
from the baseline.  The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels were calculated from the onset 
oxidation potential (   ) and onset reductive potential (    ), respectively, according to 
the following equations: 
       (         )(  ) 
       (         )(  ) 
 Polymer solar cell fabrication and testing.  Glass substrates coated with 
patterned tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) were purchased from Thin Film Devices, Inc.  
Prior to use, the substrates were cleaned via ultrasonication in acetone, deionized water, 
then 2-proponal for 20 minutes each.  The substrates were dried under a stream of 
nitrogen and then treated with UV-Ozone for over 30 minutes.  A filtered dispersion of 
PEDOT:PSS in water (Baytron PH500) was then spun-cast onto clean ITO substrates at 
4000 rpm for 60 seconds and then baked at 140 °C for 10 minutes to give a thin film with 
a thickness of 40 nm.  Blends of polymer and PCBM (1:1 w/w, 10 mg/mL for polymers) 
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were dissolved in corresponding solvents with heating at 120 °C for 6 hours.  All the 
solutions were filtered through a 1.0 µm poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) filter and 
spun-cast at optimized rpm for 60 seconds onto the PEDOT:PSS layer.  The substrates 
were then dried at room temperature in the glovebox under a nitrogen atmosphere for 12 
h.  The devices were finished for measurement after thermal deposition of a 40 nm film 
of calcium and a 70 nm aluminum film as the cathode at a pressure of ∼1 × 10-6 mbar.  
There are 8 devices per substrate, with an active area of 12 mm
2
 per device. The 
thicknesses of films were recorded by a profilometer (Alpha-Step 200, Tencor 
Instruments), and AFM Images were taken using an Asylum Research MFP3D atomic 
force microscope.  Device characterization was carried out under AM 1.5G irradiation 
with the intensity of 100 mW/cm
2
 (Oriel 91160, 300W) calibrated by a NREL certified 
standard silicon cell.  Current densities versus potential (J-V) curves were recorded with a 
Keithley 2400 digital source meter. EQE were detected under monochromatic 
illumination (OrielCornerstone 260 1/4 m monochromator equipped with Oriel 70613NS 
QTH lamp), and the calibration of the incident light was performed with a 
monocrystalline silicon diode. All fabrication steps after adding the PEDOT:PSS layer 
onto ITO substrate, and characterizations were performed in gloveboxes under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. 
 For mobility measurements, the hole-only devices in a configuration of 
ITO/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/copolymer-PCBM/Pd (50 nm) were fabricated. The 
experimental dark current densities J of polymer:PCBM blends were measured when 
applied with voltage from 0 to 6 V.  The applied voltage V was corrected from the built-
in voltage Vbi which was taken as a compensation voltage Vbi = Voc + 0.05 V and the 
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voltage drop Vrs across the indium tin oxide/poly(3,4-ethylene-
dioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (ITO/PEDOT:PSS) series resistance and 
contact resistance, which is found to be around 35 Ω from a reference device without the 
polymer layer. From the plots of J
0.5
 vs V, hole mobilities of copolymers can be deduced 
from the equation: 
   
 
 
      
  
  
 
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the dielectric constant of the polymer 
which is assumed to be around 3 for the conjugated polymers, μh is the hole mobility, V is 
the voltage drop across the device, and L is the film thickness of active layer. 
 
  
CHAPTER 3
Functionalizations of Thienothiazole Polymers for Further Stabilization 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 In the previous chapter, the utility of backbone modification and thienothiazole 
(TTz) as a moiety for photovoltaics was demonstrated.  The polymer PBnDT-TTz 
demonstrated better photovoltaic performance than its thienothiophene (TT) control 
polymer PBnDT-TT.  However, there are two major improvements can still be made to 
the TTz moiety.  (1) Although PBnDT-TTz contained an electron-withdrawing nitrogen 
atom, the polymer still exhibited the same highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 
level of – 5.12 eV as its TT analog.  The reason for this was ascribed to the quinoidal 
resonance energy of PBnDT-TTz not being as low as PBnDT-TT.
70
  (2) Furthermore, the 
TTz moiety was qualitatively observed to still be electron-rich.  After being brominated, 
TTz was susceptible to oxidation after more than a day. 
 To mitigate TTz’s high HOMO level and electron-rich nature, we propose two 
strategies (Scheme 3.1).  The first is to copolymerize TTz with a more electron-deficient 
moiety than benzodithiophene (BnDT).  The second is to affix external electron-
withdrawing substituents at the α-position on TTz, which was alluded to in Figure 2.2.  
The first strategy is less promising but synthetically easier to try since TTz monomer is 
                                                          
 Contains an excerpt adapted with permission from Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2012, 
33, 1162, by Rycel L. Uy, Samuel C. Price, and Wei You 
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ready for polymerization.  We selected the copolymerize TTz with napthalenedithiophene 
(NDT), another monomer established by the You group.
49,71,72
  NDT has been 
demonstrated to be more electron-withdrawing than BnDT.
33,54,69
  If this strategy showed 
promise in lowering the HOMO level of the resulting PNDT-TTz polymer, we planned to 
polymerize TTz with quinoxalinedithiophene (QDT), an even more electron-withdrawing 
monomer established by our group.
33,54,69
   
 
Scheme 3.1. Strategies to tune the electronic levels of PBnDT-TTz: (1) copolymerize 
TTz with a more electron-deficient moiety Y; (2) functionalize TTz at the α-position with 
an electron-withdrawing group X. 
 
 We believe the second strategy to be more promising as backbone modification in 
conjunction with external electron-withdrawing substituents should make the TTz moiety 
even more electron-deficient and lower the HOMO level even further.
70
  To determine 
which substituents we should functionalize the α-position of TTz with, we considered the 
extensive modifications that had been done on the well-studied PTB polymer series 
(Table 3.1).  Fluorine was originally introduced to the 3-position of the thienothiophene 
moiety as a second electron-withdrawing group (the first being the ester alkyl group) to 
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further lower the HOMO level and therefore enhance Voc.
25,27
  Studies have shown that 
fluorine only lowers the HOMO level by – 0.15 eV (PTB9 vs. PTB7) while the Voc 
improves from only 0.60 to 0.74 V.
11,28
  In an attempt to further optimize the HOMO 
level of PTB polymers, attention was turned toward other electron-withdrawing 
substituents.   
 Table 3.1 shows the various methods in which thienothiophene has been 
modified.  Interestingly, when TT was substituted with only a ketone (entry 3 in Table 
3.1), the HOMO level was brought down to – 5.12 eV, indicating that a ketone has a 
comparable electronic impact on PTB as do an ester and fluorine combined.
43
  When a 
ketone and fluorine were used in conjunction along with an alkyl chain on the BnDT unit 
(entry 4), the HOMO level significantly lowered to – 5.34 eV.
73
  However, further 
attempts to use the even more electron-withdrawing sulfonyl again yielded a HOMO 
level of only – 5.12 eV (entry 5).
74
  When Ikai et al. employed phenyl ester pendants 4-
fluorophenyl and 4-trifluoromethyl)phenyl, deep HOMO levels of – 5.39 eV and – 5.60 
eV were observed (entries 6 and 7).  However, polymers exhibited rather low mobilities 
(2.8 × 10
-5  
and 1.4 × 10
-5 
cm
2
/V·s, respectively), most likely due to the lack of a side 
chain on TT and the extremely bulky 2-octyldodecyloxy solubilizing chain that was 
needed on the BnDT unit.
75
   
 In an effort to remove reliance on external substituents, our group introduced a 
nitrogen atom into thienothiophene (entry 8), thereby changing the unit to the more 
electron-deficient thienothiazole (TTz), which can also stabilize its quinoid form.
70
  
Initial results for PBnDT-TTz showed a higher efficiency of 2.5% compared with its 
direct thienothiophene analog, but as previously stated the HOMO level of this TTz-
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based polymer was still not quite low enough.  Yu and co-workers has also reported 
selenium-based derivatives of their PTB series.
28
  The resulting – 5.05 eV HOMO level 
of PBSe1 (entry 9) was similarly high as its sulfur-based analog (entry 1).  
 
Table 3.1. Various methods of modifying thienothiophene and resulting photovoltaic 
properties. 
 
 X Y R1 R2 HOMO [eV] Voc [V] η [%] Ref 
1 
S 
C-H Ester, C6,2 OC6,2 – 5.00 0.60 5.54 
28
 
2 C-F Ester, C6,2 OC6,2 – 5.15 0.74 7.40 
11
 
3 C-H Ketone, C6,2 OC6,2 – 5.12 0.70 6.3 
43
 
4 C-F Ketone, C6,2 C9,4 – 5.34 0.86 3.9 
73
 
5 C-H Sulfonyl, C6,2 OC6,2 – 5.12 0.76 6.22 
74
 
6 C-H Phenyl ester, PhF OC12,8 – 5.39 -- -- 
75
 
7 C-H Phenyl ester, PhCF3 OC12,8 – 5.60 -- -- 
75
 
8 N Alkyl, C6,2 OC6,2 – 5.06 0.69 2.5 
70
 
9 Se C-H Ester, C6,2 OC6,2 – 5.05 0.66 5.39 
28
 
*Please see respective references for processing conditions and fullerene material used. 
 
 Another functionality that has not yet been fully explored in donor polymers is the 
alkyne.  A study by Tlach and co-workers pointed out that alkynes have a Pauling 
electronegativity of 3.3 similar to that of a cyano group, can extend the conjugation of a 
polymer backbone, and that alkynes are a convenient synthetic handle for a variety of 
further reactions such as Sonogashira cross-couplings.  Tlach et al. found that alkynyl 
substituents on benzobisoxazoles were able to modify the optical and electronic 
properties of these molecules.
76
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 Based on these previous studies, the electron-withdrawing groups we propose to 
functionalize TTz at the α-position with are alkynyl, difluoro, and ketone groups (Scheme 
3.2).  These functionalities are chosen based on their demonstrated success in similar 
systems, their non-bulky size, and for their convenient synthesis.  Oxidation of an alkyne 
can yield a ketone,
77,78
 and treating a ketone with a fluorinating agent can yield difluoro 
groups.
79,80
  In conjunction with backbone modification, the chosen functionalities are 
expected to make the TTz moiety more electron-deficient and lower the HOMO level of 
resulting polymers.  
 
Scheme 3.2.  Proposed α-functionalities to TTz. 
 
 These modifications are also expected to benefit another TTz-based polymer, the 
homopolymer of the TTz moiety.  Due to its asymmetry, TTz has the potential being 
homopolymerized into a regioregular polymer.  Regioregular material in general is very 
attractive for organic electronic applications for its ability to inter and intra molecularly 
pack in a well-ordered fashion.
81-84
   
 Herein, we report the following optimizations to the original TTz moiety (Scheme 
3.3).  (1) TTz copolymerized with a more electron-withdrawing unit NDT, (2) the 
synthesis and characterization of regioregular homopolymer PTTz, and (3) proposed 
synthetic strategies to α-functionalization the TTz moiety.  Collectively, these 
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optimizations should make TTz more electron-deficient and stabilize the unit, as well as 
lower the HOMO level of TTz-based donor polymers. 
 
Scheme 3.3.  Polymers (1) PNDT-TTz, (2) PTTz, and (3) proposed α-functionalizations 
of the TTz moiety. 
 
3.2 Synthesis of Functionalized Thienothiazoles 
 PNDT-TTz was synthesized according to standard Stille polycondensation 
conditions.
67
  The respective monomers were synthesized according to previous 
reports.
69,70,85
  An undecyl chain was used on the TTz moiety due to the availability of the 
monomer; however alkyl chain length can easily be modified.   
 
Scheme 3.4.  Polymerization of PNDT-TTz. 
 
 Of particular importance is the synthesis that is expected to lead to the first 
example of regioregular TTz.  Due to its unsymmetrical nature, traditional 
polymerization methods used to obtain regioregular-P3HT such as the McCullough
82
, 
Rieke
86
, and Grignard metathesis (GRIM)
87
 methods were not suitable options in this 
case.  Thus, the key is to selectively functionalize one side of TTz with a functional group 
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such as bromine and another group capable of undergoing polymerization.  Other 
polymerization coupling methods could have been chosen, however we decided on the 
Stille coupling method to be consistent with previous TTz polymerizations we’ve already 
studied.
70
   
 
Table 3.2.  The equivalences of N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) used to TTz and the 
resulting ratios of brominated TTz products observed. 
 
NBS A B C D 
0.5 50 50 - - 
1.0 - 25 50 25 
2.0 - - 99 1 
2.0+ - - 90 10 
 
 
Scheme 3.4. Synthesis of regioregular homopolymer PTTz. 
 
 After trial and error shown in Table 3.2, we found that regioselectively 
brominating TTz at the 4-position was possible through the slow, portion-wise addition 
of 2.0 equivalence of N-bromosuccinimide at 0 °C over a 30 minute period.  Due to the 
electron-richness of TTz, the resulting mono-brominated compound was stable for only 
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~24 hours, which allowed for subsequent purification via column chromatography.  The 
remaining proton on the 1-position was treated with lithium diisopropylamine (LDA) and 
then stannylated.  The monomer was then submitted to conventional Stille 
polycondensation conditions to afford regioregular homopolymer PTTz (Scheme 3.4). 
 
 
Scheme 3.5. Proposed synthetic route to functionalized TTz derivatives. 
 
 To synthesize alkynyl TTz, the proposed route shown in Scheme 3.5 was based 
on the optimized route established in Chapter 2.
70
  The key intermediate was 4-ethyloct-
2-ynoic acid (compound 3).  We found the simplest method to synthesize this compound 
was a variation of the original Corey-Fuchs reaction, quenching with carbon dioxide (dry 
ice) to afford the carboxylic acid (Scheme 3.6).
88
   For reasons still under investigation, 
the Staudinger-Vilarrasa reaction
65
 did not work with compound 3 to produce the 
expected amide.  Thus, subsequent reactions to produce the ketone and difluoro 
functionalities were put on hold. 
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Scheme 3.6.  Corey-Fuchs reaction to afford 4-ethyloct-2-ynoic acid (compound 3). 
 
 For our alternative solution, we proposed to synthesize a “bare” version of TTz in 
which the thiazole ring closure would occur without affixing any functional groups at the 
2-position (Scheme 3.7).  Due to the acidic nature of the proton at the 2-position, we 
envisioned a variety of methods in which we can attach various functionalities, making 
this route even more diverse.  A similar example in the literature used thioformate, which 
was not readily commercially available and would require the use of H2S gas to 
synthesize.
89
  Instead, we proposed to do the amidation using ethyl formate and 
subsequently thioating using Lawesson's reagent as before.
70
  However, we were unable 
to synthesize a thiolaldehyde using Lawesson’s reagent, mostly likely because 
intermediate G may be too unstable to proceed in the reaction if R1 or R2 = H (Scheme 
3.8).
90
  We are currently in the process of selecting a compatible thioating reagent. 
 
 
Scheme 3.7.  Proposed synthetic route to “bare” TTz. 
 
Scheme 3.8. Lawesson’s reagent thionating mechanism. 
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3.3 Optical and Electrochemical Properties 
 The absorption data and cyclic voltammograms of the polymers PNDT-TTz and 
homopolymer PTTz are summarized in Table 3.3 and shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 
respectively.  The absorption data for PBnDT-TTz is also included for a comparison with 
PNDT-TTz.  As shown by UV-vis spectroscopy, changing the comonomer from BnDT to 
the more electron-deficient NDT results in a much broader absorption and narrower 
optical band gap.  The spectra for solution vs. film for PNDT-TTz is much more red-
shifted compared to PBnDT-TTz.  This can be accounted for the slight differences in 
alkyl chains on the TTz (straight undecyl vs. branched 2-ethylhexyl).  However, the 
comparison between the two TTz-based polymer back bones is still valid since the nature 
of the alkyl chains on TTz does not have any significant effect on the polymer’s optical 
properties.  Furthermore, the HOMO level of PNDT-TTz is lowered from – 5.06 eV to – 
5.23 eV, demonstrating the promising strategy of pairing TTz with a more electron-
deficient monomer.   
 
Figure 3.1.  UV-vis absorption spectra of (A) PNDT-TTz vs. PBnDT-TTz and (B) PTTz. 
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Figure 3.2.  Cyclic voltammograms of (A) PNDT-TTz and (B) PTTz. 
 
Table 3.3.  Optical and electrochemical data for PBnDT-TTz, PNDT-TTz, and PTTz. 
 
UV-vis Absorption 
 
Cyclic voltammetry 
 
CHCl3 solution  
film 
 
E ox, onset 
(V) 
E red, onset 
(V) 
 
λmax 
[nm] 
λonset 
[nm] 
Eg 
[eV]  
λmax 
[nm] 
λonset 
[nm] 
Eg 
[eV]  
HOMO 
[eV] 
LUMO 
[eV] 
PBnDT-
TTz 
628 658 1.88 
 
632 670 1.85 
 
– 5.06 – 3.09 
PNDT-
TTz 
596 780 1.59 
 
627 794 1.56 
 
– 5.23 – 3.09 
PTTz 666 1094 1.13 
 
700 1095 1.13 
 
– 4.71 – 3.23 
 
 During the time of this writing, Leclerc and coworkers who had previously 
published a similar TTz polymer
59
, adapted our improved synthetic route and reported 
TTz based polymers functionalized at the 2-position with alkoxyphenyl and alkylphenyl 
substituents, hoping to give rise to a two-dimensional conjugated system.
91
  These TTz 
units were copolymerized with alkoxy benzodithiophene and exhibited higher HOMO 
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levels than their TTz control polymer, most likely due to the electron-rich nature of the 
substituents chosen.  In the same study, their original alkyl TTz unit was copolymerized 
with various electron-deficient units such as diketopyrrolo(3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-diones 
(DPP) and isoindigo.  Both of these units lowered the HOMO level and also decreased 
the band gaps of resulting polymers.
91
  Due to solubility issues, photovoltaic devices 
were not made, however, this study supports the two strategies outlined in this chapter.  
The energy levels of TTz-based polymers can successfully be tuned if appropriate 
substituents are chosen for the 2-position or if TTz is paired with an electron-deficient 
monomer.  
 The regioregular homopolymer PTTz exhibited extremely broad absorption and a 
very low band gap of 1.13 eV, which was even lower the 1.26 eV band gap reported by 
Kim et al. who first reported regiorandom homopolymer PTTz via electrochemical 
polymerization.
55
  Once the synthesis for α-functionalization of TTz is established, PTTz 
should find even more use in organic electronic applications. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 In extension to the thienothiazole we presented in Chapter 2 for photovoltaics, we 
established two possible strategies to further tune the electronic properties of 
thienothiazole polymers.  The first strategy included pairing the original alkyl TTz 
moiety with a more electron-deficient unit than the original BnDT.  We selected 
monomer NDT, and resulting polymer PNDT-TTz showed a broader optical absorption, 
lower band gap, and lower HOMO level than PBnDT-TTz.  We also proposed three 
electron-withdrawing groups (alkynyl, difluoroalkyl, and keto) to functionalize TTz with 
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at the α-position.  As soon as the synthetic pathways to these functionalities are 
established, these modifications can be used in conjunction with electron-deficient 
moieties such as NDT and QDT, further tuning the energy levels of TTz-based polymers 
for solar cells.  The proposed α-functionalities should also help to stabilize the mono-
brominated TTz monomer and subsequent variations of regioregular homopolymer PTTz.  
Preliminary photovoltaic performance of PNDT-TTz and alternative synthetic routes to 
α-functionalized TTz are currently under investigation.  NMR studies on PTTz will also 
be conducted to confirm its regioregularity.    
 
3.6 Experimental Section 
 Reagents.  TTz, brominated TTz, and monomer NDT were synthesized according 
to the literature.
54,69,70
  All solvents are ACS grade unless otherwise noted and were used 
as received.  Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was dried by distillation from 
sodium/benzophenone.  All other chemicals were purchased from commercial sources 
(Acros, Alfa Aesar, Sigma Aldrich, Fisher Scientific, Oakwood Chemical, Matrix 
Scientific) and used without further purification. 
 Representative Stille Coupling Polymerization Procedure.  To a degassed 
solution of brominated thienothiazole monomer (0.100 mmol) and distannylated 
napthalenedithiophene (0.100 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (2 mL) and anhydrous toluene 
(8 mL) under argon, tetrakis triphenylphosphine palladium (0.040 mmol) was quickly 
added.  Reaction mixture was then refluxed for 48 hours.  Afterward the reaction mixture 
was then precipitated into methanol.  The polymer solids were then collected and Soxhlet 
extracted with methanol, ethyl acetate, hexanes, and then chloroform.  The chloroform 
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extracts were then concentrated and precipitated into methanol and then filtered and 
washed with methanol.  The residual solvent was then removed under vacuum affording 
PNDT-TTz as a black-purple solid. 
 4-bromo-2-(2-ethylhexyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole (Br-TTz).  To a solution of 
thienothiazole (TTz) (1.00 mmol) stirring in ACS grade THF (125 mL) at 0 
o
C, N-
bromosuccinimide (0.500 mmol) was slowly added portion-wise.  The reaction mixture 
was then allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred for one hour.  After 
confirming by TLC that the reactant was no longer present, the mixture was then 
partitioned between ethyl acetate and saturated sodium bicarbonate.  The combined 
organic layers were then dried over MgSO4.  The compound was then isolated by column 
chromatography using 5% ethyl acetate/hexanes resulting in a yellow oil.  Yield: 55%.  
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, δ): 7.12 (s, 1H), 2.96 (m, 2H), 1.78 (m, 2H), 1.34 (m, 8H), 
0.87 (m, 3H).  
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 105.4, 170.7, 118.7, 128.2, 142.5, 37.1, 
40.8, 32.3, 29.6, 25.3, 23.0, 14.1, 11.9. 
 4-bromo-2-(2-ethylhexyl)-6-(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole (Br-TTz-
SnMe3).  To a solution of lithium diisopropylamide (1.02 mmol) in THF (50 mL) at 0 
o
C 
prepared in situ, Br-TTz (1.00 mmol) was slowly added.  The reaction mixture was 
stirred at 0 
o
C for 30 minutes before 1.0 M trimethyltin chloride solution in hexanes (1.02 
mmol) was added.  The reaction was then allowed to warm to room temperature and 
stirred for overnight.  Afterward, the mixture was then partitioned between ethyl acetate 
and saturated sodium bicarbonate.  The combined organic layers were then dried over 
MgSO4.  The compound was a pale yellow oil and used without further purfication.  
Yield: Quantitative.  
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 N-(4-bromothiophen-3-yl)formamide (9).  To a mixture of PySSPy (3.16 mmol, 
0.696 g) and ethyl formate (15.8 mmol, 2.50 g) stirring in anhydrous toluene (125 mL) 
under argon, 2-azido-3-bromothiophene (15.8 mmol, 3.23 g) was added.  1.0 M 
trimethylphosphine solution in toluene (48.7 mmol, 48.7 mL) was then slowly added at 0 
o
C.  Reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred overnight.  
Afterward, the mixture was extracted with saturated sodium bicarbonate and ethyl 
acetate.  The organic layers were combined and dried over MgSO4.  The compound was 
then purified by column chromatography by eluting with 5% ethyl acetate/hexanes to 
afford a colorless oil.  Yield: 65%.  
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, δ): 8.73 (s, 1H), 7.94 (d, 
J = 3.6 Hz, 1H), 7.68 (br, 1H), 7.26 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H).  
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 
158.22, 131.86, 121.99, 112.21, 103.34. 
 Instrumentation.  
1
H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were obtained 
at 300 or 400 MHz as solutions in CDCl3.  
13
C NMR spectra were obtained at 100 MHz 
as solutions in CDCl3.  Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm, δ) and 
referenced from trimethylsilane.  Coupling constants J are reported in hertz.  Spectral 
splitting patterns are designated as s (singlet), d (doublet), m (multiplet) and br (broad).  
UV-Vis absorption spectra were taken by a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrophotometer.  
For the measurement of thin films, polymers were spun-coat onto pre-cleaned glass slides 
from ~10 mg/mL polymer solutions in chlorobenzene.  Cyclic voltammetry 
measurements were performed on a Bioanalytical Systems (BAS) Epsilon potentiostat 
equipped with a three-electrode configuration: a glassy carbon working electrode, a 
Ag/AgNO3 (0.01 M in anhydrous acetonitrile) reference electrode, and a Pt wire counter 
electrode.  Measurements were taken under an argon atmosphere at a scan rate of 100 
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mV/s in anhydrous acetonitrile with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M) 
as the supporting electrolyte.  Polymer films were drop cast onto the glassy carbon 
electrode from a concentrated polymer solution in chloroform and dried under a stream of 
argon prior to obtaining measurements.  The potential of the Ag/AgNO3 reference 
electrode was internally calibrated by using the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple 
(Fc/Fc
+
).  The electrochemical onsets were determined at the position where the current 
starts to deviate from the baseline.  The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels were calculated from the 
onset oxidation potential (   ) and onset reductive potential (    ), respectively, 
according to the following equations: 
       (         )(  ) 
       (         )(  ) 
 
  
CHAPTER 4
Elucidating the Dielectric Effect in Organic Solar Cells via Fluorinated Side Chains 
 
4.1 Introduction  
 It is well-known that fluorine substituents on donor polymers have led to dramatic 
enhancements in solar cell performance.
11,21,22,92
  Recently, the You group determined a 
clear reason for why fluorine enhances photovoltaic parameters such as short circuit 
current (Jsc) and fill factor (FF) by examining nonfluoro-, monofluoro-, and difluoro-
substituted benzothiadiazole polymers.
93
  Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering 
(GIWAXS) studies found that increasing fluorine concentration leads to greater face-on 
polymer crystallite orientation with respect to the substrate, owing to the increase in FF.  
This also led to lower miscibility with PCBM, leading to higher purity polymer regions.  
Light intensity studies indicated this packing orientation greatly reduced bimolecular 
recombination, thereby improving Jsc.  These findings are consistent with earlier 
morphology studies on the well-known PTB7 polymer series that suggested fluorines 
played a deeper role than just electron-withdrawing substituents.
30
 
 However, not all fluorine substituents have proven to be beneficial for solar cell 
performance.  A recent report by the Yu group suggests that electron-withdrawing groups 
in general should be placed such that the resulting local dipole moments do not cancel 
each other out, based on their study of PTBF2 and PBB3.
34
  PTBF2 contains two 
opposing fluorines on the benzodithiophene (BnDT) unit while PBB3 contains two 
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adjacent thienothiophene (TT) units in trans to another.  In both cases, the internal dipole 
moment is greatly reduced according to calculations.  Similar to the high-performing 
PTB7, polymer PBB3 exhibits a good thin-film morphology, a high hole mobility, and 
even lower band gap.  Despite these favorable characteristics, PBB3 shows a 
comparatively low Jsc and thus efficiency of only 2.04%, suggesting that other factors 
need to be considered.  Yu et al. propose that the minimized dipole moment in PTBF2 
and PBB3 prevent the excited state from polarizing, leading to faster charge 
recombination and ultimately low power conversion efficiencies. 
 According to a recent study by Hummulen and coworkers, one underexplored 
strategy to improving organic solar cell efficiency is to employ materials with a high 
dielectric constant, which reduces both exciton binding energy and both forms of charge 
recombination (biomolecular and geminate).
94
  Tajima et al. showed that inserting an 
aligned dipole moment at the P3HT/PCBM interface improved charge separation and 
transport.
95
  This was done by inserting a surface-segregated monolayer containing either 
PCBM or P3HT with perfluorinated side chains.  Although, it is generally accepted that 
high dielectric polymers are advantageous for organic photovoltaics, there have been very 
few studies directly examining the effect of a high dielectric constant.
96
 
 Herein, we present the proposed synthetic strategies to 3-(1,1,3,3,5,5-
hexafluorohexyl)thiophene, a 3HT derivative with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)-like 
side chains.  These chains were selected for the high dielectric constant demonstrated by 
PVDF polymer derivatives.
97,98
  We hoped to synthesize polymer P1 shown in Scheme 
4.1 and use it as a high dielectric constant interfacial layer between a polymer donor such 
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as P3HT and PCBM acceptor.  The following chapter discusses three synthetic pathways 
to P1. 
 
 
Scheme 4.1.  Structure of proposed polymer P1, to be used a high dielectric constant 
interfacial layer to reduce exciton binding energy and recombination. 
 
4.2 Synthetic Routes  
 In order to synthesize monomer 3-(1,1,3,3,5,5-hexafluorohexyl)thiophene (M1), 
the key intermediate was 1-(thiophen-3-yl)hexane-1,3,5-trione (K1).  The retrosynthetic 
analysis is shown in Scheme 4.2.  We envisioned that the most efficient way to 
synthesize K1 would be a coupling reaction between the first and second carbonyls since 
there are many commercially available thiophene compounds substituted at the 3-position 
with a carbonyl functionality. 
 
 
Scheme 4.2.  Retrosynthetic analysis of 3-(1,1,3,3,5,5-hexafluorohexyl)thiophene (M1). 
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 Our first synthetic route is shown in Schemes 4.3 and 4.4.  We chose to utilize a 
Weinreb amide on the thiophene since this functionality is compatible with n-
butyllithium, Grignard reagents, and various other nucleophiles.
99
  Although the synthesis 
to 1-bromopentane-2,4-dione (compound 3)
100
 was straightforward, we experienced 
difficulty purifying the compound and finding the optimum conditions to successfully 
protect both carbonyls (compound 4).  Rather than spending our efforts on a somewhat 
lengthy route, we sought a shorter route to the key intermediate K1. 
 
 
Scheme 4.3.  Synthesis of N-methoxy-N-methylthiophene-3-carboxamide (compound 1). 
 
 
 
Scheme 4.4.  Proposed synthesis #1: via N-methoxy-N-methylthiophene-3-carboxamide. 
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 The second proposed route is shown in Scheme 4.5 and is very ideal as it only 
contains two steps to K1.  After distilling both pentane-2,4-dione and thiophene-3-
carbaldehyde, we attempted to synthesize 6-hydroxy-6-(thiophen-3-yl)hexane-2,4-dione 
(K0) but had difficulty with the purification due to the mixture of keto-enol forms that 
exist.  While we searched for better purification conditions and optimum oxidation 
conditions to afford K1, we realized that once treated with diethylaminosulfur trifluoride 
(DAST), the 1,3,5-trione would not afford us the desired compound.
79
 
 
 
Scheme 4.5.  Proposed synthesis #2: via 6-hydroxy-6-(thiophen-3-yl)hexane-2,4-dione. 
 
 Our third proposed route is shown in Scheme 4.6.  This route involves 1-
(thiophen-3-yl)hexane-2,4-dione, but unlike previous routes, the triones are located offset 
from the positions we hope to fluorinate.  We plan to use Selectfluor
101,102
 to difluorinate 
the carbons between the carbonyls and subsequently reduce the carbonyls.  Establishing 
the reaction conditions to this route are still under investigation. 
 
 
Scheme 4.6.  Proposed synthesis #3: using Selecfluor as the fluorinating region. 
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4.3 Conclusion 
 In summary, we proposed synthetic routes to a P3HT polymer derivative (P1) 
with PVDF-like side chains.  We expect this polymer to have a high dielectric constant 
and intend to use this polymer as an interfacial layer between the donor polymer and 
PCBM acceptor that will facilitate charge splitting at the interface by reducing the 
exciton binding energy and charge recombination.  The synthetic routes proposed in this 
chapter involve some rather complex synthesis.  In the meantime, we are also planning to 
investigate the dielectric constant effect by studying the polymers shown in Scheme 4.7.  
Polymers POF and PPF are not expected to reach impressive solar cell efficiencies but 
their syntheses should be simple and quick.  Their design is based on the conventional 
donor-acceptor design motif.
49
  Furthermore, they are constitutional isomers that have 
very different dipole moments due to the placement of fluorines.  This study along with 
the proposed route in Scheme 4.6 is currently underway to better understanding the effect 
of the high dielectric constant and local dipole moments in organic solar cells.  
 
 
Scheme 4.7. Proposed structures of polymers POF and PPF to investigate the effect of 
high dielectric constant in organic solar cells.  
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4.4 Experimental Section  
 Reagents.  All solvents are ACS grade unless otherwise noted and were used as 
received.  Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was dried by distillation from sodium/benzophenone.  
All other chemicals were purchased from commercial sources (Acros, Alfa Aesar, Sigma 
Aldrich, Fisher Scientific, Oakwood Chemical, Matrix Scientific) and used without 
further purification unless otherwise stated. 
 N-methoxy-N-methylthiophene-3-carboxamide (1).  To a solution of 
thiophene-3-carboxylic acid (1.0 equiv) in methylene chloride (0.5M), thionyl chloride 
(5.1 equiv) was slowly added.  The reaction was then refluxed for 4 hours to afford 
thiophene-3-carbonyl chloride.  The thionyl chloride and methylene chloride were then 
removed via rotary evaporation.  The resulting thiophene-3-carbonyl chloride was put on 
the high vacuum to remove residual reagents and solvents and then submitted to the next 
reaction without further purification.  To a solution of thiophene-3-carbonyl chloride (1.0 
equiv) in triethylamine (2.0 equiv) and methylene chloride (0.5M), N,O-
dimethylhydroxylamine hydrochloride (2.0 equiv) was added.  The reaction mixture was 
refluxed overnight, and then washed with saturated sodium bicarbonate.  The collected 
organic layer was dried with magnesium sulfate and the methylene chloride removed to 
afford a pale orange oil.  Yield: Quantitative. 
 6-hydroxy-6-(thiophen-3-yl)hexane-2,4-dione (K0).  Lithium diisopropylamide 
in THF (10 mL) was made in situ at – 78 °C (2.4 equiv of freshly distilled 
diisopropylamine and 2.2 quiv of 2.5M n-butyl lithium in hexanes).  Freshly distilled 
pentane-2,4-dione (1.0 equiv) and 1,3-dimethyl-3,4,5,6-tetrahydro-2(1H)-pyrimidinone 
(DMPU) (1.5 equiv) were slowly added to the solution of LDA.  The reaction mixture 
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was stirred for 30 minutes at – 78 °C.  Freshly distilled thiophene-3-carbaldehyde (1.0 
equiv) was then added and the reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room 
temperature and stirred overnight.  Afterward, the reaction mixture was extracted with 
saturated ammonium chloride and ethyl acetate.  The organic layer was collected and 
dried with magnesium sulfate.  After removing the solvent, the crude compound was a 
colorless oil. 
  
CHAPTER 5
Optimizations of Fluorinated Triazole Polymers via Thioalkyl and Selenophene 
Incorporations 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 In the last five years, the discovery of new high-performing donor polymers for 
bulk heterojunction organic solar cells has somewhat tapered off.  Many of them are 
similar in structure, containing mostly thiophene-based moieties and utilizing the donor-
acceptor approach.
92
  While this may signify a need for completely new material design, 
there are still several underexplored strategies that can be employed to boost efficiencies 
of current donor polymers before reinventing the wheel. 
 Of the top polymers achieving over 7% efficiency, the fluorinated triazole 
polymer known as PBnDT-FTAZ is particularly unique for three reasons.
22
   (1) PBnDT-
FTAZ has what’s considered the “perfect” highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 
level.  The ideal donor polymer’s energy levels are considered to be a LUMO at 3.9 eV 
and a HOMO at 5.4 eV.  The reason for this is that the donor polymer’s LUMO level 
should be no greater than 0.3 eV above the PCBM’s LUMO in order to efficiently split 
the generated exciton into free charges.  A small band gap of 1.5 eV is considered to be 
the optimum for a material to effectively absorb light, which makes the ideal HOMO 
level at 5.4 eV.
37,47
  (2) PBnDT-FTAZ has an impressively high fill factor, which 
indicates it forms very good film morphology with PCBM in the active layer.  (3)  
PBnDT-FTAZ still achieves high power conversion efficiency with a thick active layer 
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on the order of about a micron thick while most high-performing donor layers have thin 
active layers of about 100-300 nm.
22
  At the moment, it is still under investigation why 
PBnDT-FTAZ can achieve high efficiencies with such a thick active layer.   
 Despite being a truly impressive donor polymer, there are a few improvements 
that can still be made to PBnDT-FTAZ.
22
  (1)  The polymer has only a moderately high 
open circuit voltage (Voc), and efficiency can certainly be raised if the Voc can be 
increased.  (2) PBnDT-FTAZ has a surprisingly large band gap for a high-performing 
donor polymer.  Most polymers achieving over 7% efficiency have a band gap of 1.5 – 
1.7 eV, whereas PBnDT-FTAZ has a band gap of almost 2.0 eV.  Ideally, PBnDT-
FTAZ’s lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level should be lowered while 
simultaneously keeping its HOMO level in place.  This will allow for more efficient 
exciton splitting if LUMO level offset between the donor polymer and PCBM are closer 
to 0.3 eV.
37
  Lowering the LUMO level will also result in a lower band gap.  In 
conjunction with FTAZ’s thick active layer, a smaller band gap should also lead to more 
light absorption and therefore higher Jsc. 
 Recently, we were inspired by two structural modifications in the literature that 
demonstrated success in improving Voc and decreasing band gap respectively.  In the first 
modification, a series of benzodithiophene (BnDT) homopolymers showed very high Voc 
when alkylthiols were used as opposed to alkoxy chains.  The authors of this study 
hypothesized that alkylthiols led to better π-stacking.103,104  For the second modification, 
several studies discovered that incorporating selenophene decreases the band gap of the 
polymer.
28,105-108
  This has long been illustrated in studies comparing polyselenophene vs. 
polythiophene.
109
  In one particular example, the study found that going from furan to 
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thiophene to selenophene led to a decrease in the band gap.
106
  The main reason for this is 
that selenophene has lower resonance stabilization energy than furan or thiophene, 
meaning it’s easier for selenophene to dearomatize into its quinoidal form.105  This causes 
selenophene to have more double bond character between units, decreasing band gap and 
increasing light absorption.  In the same study, it was also discovered that the 
selenophene-based polymer’s band gap decreased because the LUMO was predominantly 
lowered while the HOMO was relatively unchanged.  Density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations of these polymers showed that the LUMO tends to exist on the selenophene 
moieties while the HOMO does not.
105
  This was particularly interesting to us because we 
want to decrease FTAZ’s bandgap by lowering its LUMO level and keeping its HOMO 
level the same. 
 Herein, we report four FTAZ polymer derivatives shown in Scheme 5.1 and its 
resulting properties after incorporating alkylthiol chains and selenophene in FTAZ-based 
polymers.  The original PBnDT-FTAZ polymer was remade as a control since device 
performance can vary between batches and by slight differences in polymerization and 
device fabrication conditions.  Each variable, alkylthiol and selenophene, was 
individually introduced to determine the effect of each variable.  We found that adding 
alkylthiols to the BnDT unit increased the Voc of FTAZ polymers by 0.1 – 0.4 V and 
incorporating selenophene decreased the band gap by about 0.10 eV.  
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Scheme 5.1.  FTAZ polymer derivatives incorporating alkylthiols and selenophenes. 
 
5.2 Monomer and Polymer Syntheses 
 
Scheme 5.2.  Reported synthetic route to “SBnDT” monomer. 
 
 The synthesis of each of the four monomers was straightforward and previously 
reported.
22,103
  However we had some difficulty reproducing the S-alkylation step in 
Scheme 5.2.  After working up the free thiol (compound 5), it appeared to oxidize into an 
insoluble product before the alkylation product could reach completion.  To circumvent 
this issue, we decided to do the deprotection of compound 4 and the subsequent S-
alkylation in one-pot rather than isolating the unstable free thiol (Scheme 5.2).  We tried 
several variations of this reaction and found that the optimum conditions were when 12-
crown-4 ether was added before the alkyl bromide (Scheme 5.3).  The presence of 12-
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crown-4 broke up the ion aggregation between the lithium cation and sulfur anion to 
facilitate the desired S-alkylation reaction.  The SBnDT monomer was then stannylated 
and submitted to standard Stille polycondensation reaction conditions
103
 used to afford 
the four FTAZ polymer derivatives. 
 
 
Scheme 5.3.  One-pot modification to “SBnDT” monomer. 
 
5.3 Optical and Electrochemical Properties 
 
Figure 5.1.  UV-visible absorption spectra of FTAZ polymer derivatives in (A) solution 
and (B) film. 
 
 The optical and electrochemical properties of the FTAZ polymers are summarized 
in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1.  As shown in both the solution and film absorption spectra, 
selenophene-based polymers (PBnDT-SeFTAZ and PSBnDT-SeFTAZ) are significantly 
red-shifted and have lower band gaps compared their thiophene counterparts (PBnDT-
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FTAZ and PSBnDT-FTAZ).  While the HOMO levels of the selenophene polymers did 
change slightly, their LUMO levels lowered much more.  This demonstrates that 
incorporating selenophene into FTAZ polymers can successfully tune the electronic 
levels of this polymer system as it did for the others previously reported. 
 
Table 5.1.  Optical and electrochemical properties of FTAZ polymers. 
 
UV-vis Absorption 
 
Cyclic Voltammetry 
 
CHCl3 solution film  
E ox,onset (V) E red,onset (V) 
 
λmax 
[nm] 
Eg [eV] 
λmax 
[nm] 
Eg [eV]  
HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] 
pBnDT-FTAZ 575 1.92 577 1.91 
 
– 5.40 – 3.10 
pSBnDT-FTAZ 572 1.96 542 1.85 
 
– 5.30 – 3.00 
pBnDT-SeFTAZ 607 1.81 611 1.79 
 
– 5.42 – 3.55 
pSBnDT-SeFTAZ 598 1.78 608 1.78 
 
– 5.50 – 3.40 
 
5.4 Photovoltaic Properties 
 As expected, the polymers with alkylthiol chains (PSBnDT-FTAZ and PSBnDT-
SeFTAZ) showed a minor increase in Voc compared their alkyl chain analogs (PBnDT-
FTAZ and PBnDT-SeFTAZ).  However, alkylthiol appears to reduce Jsc (PBnDT-FTAZ 
vs. PSBnDT-FTAZ and PBnDT-SeFTAZ vs. PSBnDT-SeFTAZ).  It is likely that 
alkylthiol chains are not morphologically compatible with the FTAZ system, disrupting 
the fluorine effect of better co-facial stacking, increasing recombination and decreasing  
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Jsc.  A decrease in fill factor (FF) was also observed in the selenophene-containing 
polymers.  We anticipated this, as selenophene polymers are known to be less soluble in 
processing solvents and have shown a precedence of forming less favorable 
morphologies when blended with PCBM.
28,109,110
  However, it was surprising to observe 
that PSBnDT-SeFTAZ did not exhibit the synergistic effects of both higher Voc and Jsc.  
In addition to the low FF, it is likely that alkylthiol and selenophene functionalities are 
“incompatible,” forming poor morphology.  The reasons for these lowered values are 
currently under investigation.  
 
Table 5.2.  Photovoltaic data for FTAZ polymers. 
Polymer Thickness [nm] Jsc [mA/cm
2
] Voc [V] FF [%] PCE [%] 
pBnDT-FTAZ 457 13.65 0.81 62.8 6.9 
pSBnDT-FTAZ 317 7.46 0.85 63.8 4.1 
pBnDT-SeFTAZ 441 14.24 0.78 52.5 5.9 
pSBnDT-SeFTAZ 217 6.15 0.79 52.8 2.6 
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Figure 5.2.  Characteristic J-V curves of FTAZ polymers. 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
 In summary, thioalkyls and selenophene incorporations were shown to successful 
structure-property optimizations to the original FTAZ polymer system.  These structural 
modifications successfully increase Voc and decrease the band gap in FTAZ polymers 
respectively.  Characterization methods such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
and grazing incidence wide angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS) will have to be conducted 
to study the morphology of these polymers.  When combined, thioalkyls and 
selenophenes showed reduced Jsc and FF.  In addition to studying the morphology, we 
intend to broaden the scope of our system (Scheme 5.4) to incorporate alkoxy chains onto 
the BnDT and to determine if alkoxy chains will show a similar effect when paired with 
selenophene.  In the meantime, alkylthiol and selenophene incorporations have 
demonstrated successful optimizations in FTAZ polymers. 
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Scheme 5.4.  Expanded scope of FTAZ polymers to be investigated. 
 
5.6 Experimental Section 
 Reagents.  All monomers were synthesized according to the literature with the 
exception of the SBnDT monomer.
22,103
  All solvents are ACS grade unless otherwise 
noted.  Anhydrous diethyl ether, toluene, and DMF were used as received.  THF was 
dried by distillation from sodium/benzophenone.  All other chemicals were purchased 
from commercial sources (Acros, Alfa Aesar, Sigma Aldrich, Fisher Scientific, Oakwood 
Chemical, Matrix Scientific) and used without further purification. 
 4,8-bis((2-butyloctyl)thio)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene (SBnDT).  To a 
solution of compound 4 dissolved in dry THF (50 mL), lithium aluminum hydride was 
added at 0 °C.  The reaction mixture was then stirred for 2 hours at room temperature.  
Afterwards, the reaction was cooled down to 0 °C again, and 12-crown-4 was added.  The 
reaction mixture was stirred for another 1.5 hours at 0 °C before adding 1-bromo-2-
butyloctane.  The reaction mixture was then warmed to room temperature and stirred 
overnight.  Afterward, the reaction was washed with saturated sodium bicarbonate and 
ethyl acetate.  The organic layers were collected and dried with magnesium sulfate.  The 
product was then purified by column chromatography using 5% methylene chloride / 
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95% hexanes as the eluent.  Yield: 65%.  
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 7.76 (d, J = 5.2 
Hz, 2H), 7.57 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 2H), 3.01 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 4H), 1.39 (m, 18H), 0.87 (m, 6H). 
 Representative Stille Coupling Polymerization Procedure.  Brominated 
monomer (1.00 equiv), distannylated benzodithiophene (1.02 equiv), 
tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium(0)-chloroform adduct (Pd2(dba)3·CHCl3) (0.02 
equiv), and tri(o-tolyl)phosphine (P(o-tol)3) (0.16 equiv) were carefully weighed into a 
flame-dried test tube.  The test tube was then sealed and put under high vacuum and 
purged with Argon 3 times.  Afterward, anhydrous o-xylene (0.7 mL) was added to the 
test tube.  The reaction was then submitted to a microwave reactor (200 °C, 300 W, 10 
minutes) and then cooled to room temperature.  Afterward the polymer mixture was 
dissolved in minimal amount chlorobenzene then precipitated into methanol.  The 
polymer solids were then collected and Soxhlet extracted with methanol, ethyl acetate, 
hexanes, tetrahydrofuran, and then chloroform.  The chloroform extracts were then 
concentrated, dissolved in minimal chlorobenzene and precipitated into methanol, then 
filtered and washed with methanol.  The residual solvent was then removed under 
vacuum affording the respective polymers. 
 Instrumentation.  
1
H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were obtained 
at 400 MHz as solutions in CDCl3.  
13
C NMR spectra were obtained at 100 MHz as 
solutions in CDCl3.  Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm, δ) and 
referenced from trimethylsilane.  Coupling constants J are reported in hertz.  Spectral 
splitting patterns are designated as s (singlet), d (doublet), m (multiplet) and br (broad).  
UV-Vis absorption spectra were taken by a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrophotometer.  
For the measurement of thin films, polymers were spun-coat onto pre-cleaned glass slides 
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from ~10 mg/mL polymer solutions in chlorobenzene.  Cyclic voltammetry 
measurements were performed on a Bioanalytical Systems (BAS) Epsilon potentiostat 
equipped with a three-electrode configuration: a glassy carbon working electrode, a 
Ag/AgNO3 (0.01 M in anhydrous acetonitrile) reference electrode, and a Pt wire counter 
electrode.  Measurements were taken under an argon atmosphere at a scan rate of 100 
mV/s in anhydrous acetonitrile with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M) 
as the supporting electrolyte.  Polymer films were drop cast onto the glassy carbon 
electrode from a concentrated polymer solution in chloroform and dried under a stream of 
argon prior to obtaining measurements.  The potential of the Ag/AgNO3 reference 
electrode was internally calibrated by using the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple 
(Fc/Fc
+
).  The electrochemical onsets were determined at the position where the current 
starts to deviate from the baseline.  The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels were calculated from the 
onset oxidation potential (   ) and onset reductive potential (    ), respectively, 
according to the following equations: 
       (         )(  ) 
       (         )(  ) 
 Polymer solar cell fabrication and testing.  Glass substrates coated with 
patterned tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) were purchased from Thin Film Devices, Inc.  
Prior to use, the substrates were cleaned via ultrasonication in acetone, deionized water, 
then 2-proponal for 20 minutes each.  The substrates were dried under a stream of 
nitrogen and then treated with UV-Ozone for over 30 minutes.  A filtered dispersion of 
PEDOT:PSS in water (Baytron PH500) was then spun-cast onto clean ITO substrates at 
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4000 rpm for 60 seconds and then baked at 140 °C for 10 minutes to give a thin film with 
a thickness of 40 nm.  Blends of polymer and PCBM (1:1 w/w, 10 mg/mL for polymers) 
were dissolved in corresponding solvents with heating at 120 °C for 6 hours.  All the 
solutions were filtered through a 1.0 µm poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) filter and 
spun-cast at optimized rpm for 60 seconds onto the PEDOT:PSS layer.  The substrates 
were then dried at room temperature in the glovebox under a nitrogen atmosphere for 12 
h.  The devices were finished for measurement after thermal deposition of a 40 nm film 
of calcium and a 70 nm aluminum film as the cathode at a pressure of ∼1 × 10-6 mbar.  
There are 8 devices per substrate, with an active area of 12 mm
2
 per device. The 
thicknesses of films were recorded by a profilometer (Alpha-Step 200, Tencor 
Instruments), and AFM Images were taken using an Asylum Research MFP3D atomic 
force microscope.  Device characterization was carried out under AM 1.5G irradiation 
with the intensity of 100 mW/cm
2
 (Oriel 91160, 300W) calibrated by a NREL certified 
standard silicon cell.  Current densities versus potential (J-V) curves were recorded with a 
Keithley 2400 digital source meter. EQE were detected under monochromatic 
illumination (OrielCornerstone 260 1/4 m monochromator equipped with Oriel 70613NS 
QTH lamp), and the calibration of the incident light was performed with a 
monocrystalline silicon diode. All fabrication steps after adding the PEDOT:PSS layer 
onto ITO substrate, and characterizations were performed in gloveboxes under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. 
 For mobility measurements, the hole-only devices in a configuration of 
ITO/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/copolymer-PCBM/Pd (50 nm) were fabricated. The 
experimental dark current densities J of polymer:PCBM blends were measured when 
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applied with voltage from 0 to 6 V.  The applied voltage V was corrected from the built-
in voltage Vbi which was taken as a compensation voltage Vbi = Voc + 0.05 V and the 
voltage drop Vrs across the indium tin oxide/poly(3,4-ethylene-
dioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (ITO/PEDOT:PSS) series resistance and 
contact resistance, which is found to be around 35 Ω from a reference device without the 
polymer layer. From the plots of J
0.5
 vs V, hole mobilities of copolymers can be deduced 
from the equation: 
   
 
 
      
  
  
 
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the dielectric constant of the polymer 
which is assumed to be around 3 for the conjugated polymers, μh is the hole mobility, V is 
the voltage drop across the device, and L is the film thickness of active layer. 
  
CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Directions 
 
6.1 Concluding remarks 
 The primary aim of this dissertation was to determine ways to use synthetic 
strategies to enhance the performance of organic solar cells.  In Chapter 2, backbone 
modification of the high-performing moiety thienothiophene (TT) was proposed and an 
improved synthetic route to the more electron-deficient moiety thienothiazole (TTz) was 
established.  The resulting polymer PBnDT-TTz exhibited 2.5% power conversion 
efficiency, higher than its TT analog.  In Chapter 3, additional modifications to the TTz 
moiety were proposed to further fine tune the electronic properties of TTz-based 
polymers, including pairing TTz with a more electron-deficient monomer such as 
napthalenedithiophene (NDT) or functionalizing TTz at the 2-position with an alkynl, 
difluoro, or ketone group.  In Chapter 4, we proposed synthetic pathways to a P3HT 
derivative with PVDF-like chains in order to study the effect of a high dielectric constant 
in organic solar cells.  And finally, in Chapter 5 we introduced thioalkyls and 
selenophene into the high-performing FTAZ polymer to improve open circuit voltage, 
band gap, and ultimately power conversion efficiency.  Each of these highlight the 
importance of structure-property optimizations as the foundation to studying and 
                                                          
 Adapted with permission from Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2012, 33, 1162, by Rycel L. 
Uy, Samuel C. Price, and Wei You 
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improving designs for organic solar cells.  The optimizations discussed in the previous 
chapters are certainly not the ultimate solutions.  The following is a discussion of further 
issues in the field that can benefit from structure-property optimizations of current 
materials. 
 
6.2 Further studies on the influence of external substituents  
 The influence of fluorine on hole mobility, morphology, and other photovoltaic 
properties has yet to be quantified or correlated.  Yu and co-workers suggest that there 
appears to be increased interaction between electron-rich aromatic rings and electron-
deficient fluorinated aromatic rings.
25
  This is consistent with findings that fluorinated 
and non-fluorinated rings stack co-facially rather than in herringbone fashion as observed 
in traditional benzene rings.
111,112
  Matsuo and co-workers have recently demonstrated 
that Ar-F··Ar-H and CH··F interactions help facilitate face-to-face stacking in FPPT 
compared with that in PPT (Scheme 6.1 and Figure 6.1), which leads to a hole mobility 2 
orders of magnitude greater in FPPT.
113
  Although this study was done on small 
molecules for organic thin-film transistors, an analogous study in the context of DONOR 
polymers for solar cells would certainly be beneficial to further understand the interesting 
behavior of these fluorines.  For example, would it be beneficial to have a 1:1 ratio of 
fluorinated to non-fluorinated rings?  Would it be favorable for the donor and fluorinated 
acceptor to be similarly shaped?  More studies focused on the physical chemistry and 
device physics of carefully crafted systems are needed in order to elucidate fluorinated 
polymer/PCBM interactions and how morphology, hole mobility, local dipole moments, 
and charge recombination are affected.  
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Scheme 6.1. Chemical structures of FPPT and PPT and corresponding hole mobilities. 
 
Figure 6.1. Molecular design and concept for the enhancement of π−π stacking between 
neighboring charge transporting units by the introduction of Ar and FAr substituents.  
Reprinted with permission from reference 
113
.  Copyright 2011 American Chemical 
Society. 
 
6.3 Lower LUMO energy level and higher EQE  
 Excitons in organic semiconductors typically have a binding energy between 0.1 – 
1.0 eV,
114,115
 and thus photovoltaic cells employing organic semiconductors (typically p-
type) require an additional semiconductor (typically PC61BM as the n-type) with a lower 
LUMO energy level to split these Frenkle excitons.  However, even though conventional 
wisdom quotes a 0.3 eV driving force required to dissociate an exciton from a conjugated 
polymer, the vast majority of conjugated polymers developed in the past five years have a 
LUMOpolymer - LUMOPCBM gap (ΔEED) much greater than the 0.3 eV required.  For 
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example, regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) has a measured ΔEED of 1.1 eV,
116
 
which gives a 0.8 eV excess energy that is wasted when the excited electron is transferred 
to PCBM.
117
  Therefore the primary method for increasing the performance of the 
conjugated polymer is to decrease ΔEED to as close to 0.3 eV as possible.
118
  This would 
help achieve both a small band gap and a low highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) energy level, in order to get both a high short circuit current (Jsc) and a high 
open circuit voltage (Voc). 
 
 
Figure 6.2. One of the key limitations of the P3HT:PC61BM system is the 1.1 eV 
LUMOP3HT - LUMOPCBM gap (ΔEED) when only 0.3 eV is required. 
 
6.4 Current status on the LUMO level engineering 
 Table 6.1 shows the top eight polymers which have achieved power conversion 
efficiencies above 7%, and the corresponding ΔEED of each polymer.  The polymers with 
the lowest ΔEED of 0.4 eV are entries 2 and 3, employing the electron deficient 
thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD) monomer. TPD has been a very popular monomer 
recently in the literature, with three groups recently reporting polymer cells over 7% 
P3HT
PCBM 
HOMO
LUMO
-5.1 eV
-3.2 eV
HOMO
LUMO
-6.0 eV
-4.3 eV
0.3 eV
Required
0.8 eV
Excess ΔEED = 1.1 eV
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efficiency with this particular monomer unit,
17-20
 among other high-performing ones.
41,119
  
The measured electrochemical LUMO for TPD materials is typically around – 3.8 eV, 
which is the lowest electrochemical LUMO ever reported for a material with over 7% 
efficiency.  Its widespread success is likely due to the low ΔEED for this class of 
materials.  However the EQE values for this family of polymers remains below 70%, so 
therefore additional work is required in order to optimize the other factors which govern 
photovoltaic performance that have allowed other materials with larger ΔEED values to 
reach EQE values greater than 70%. 
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Table 6.1. Top eight polymer solar cells over 7% and their photovoltaic properties. 
 Polymer Structure Polymer Properties References 
1 
 
 
 
η = 7.6% 
ΔEED = 1.1 eV 
HOMO = – 5.1 eV 
LUMO = – 3.3 eV 
Eg = 1.6 eV 
14
 
2 
 
 
η = 7.4% 
(η = 8.4%)13 
ΔEED = 0.6 eV 
HOMO = – 5.5 eV 
LUMO = – 3.7 eV 
Eg = 1.6 eV 
11
 
3 
 
 
η = 7.4% 
ΔEED = 0.4 eV 
HOMO = – 5.6 eV 
LUMO = – 3.9 eV 
Eg = 1.7 eV 
17,18
 
4 
 
 
η = 7.3% 
ΔEED = 0.4 eV 
 
HOMO = – 5.6 eV 
LUMO = – 3.9 eV 
Eg = 1.7 eV 
20
 
4 
 
 
η = 7.3% 
ΔEED = 0.6 eV 
 
HOMO = – 5.6 eV 
LUMO = – 3.7 eV 
Eg = 1.8 eV 
19
 
6 
 
 
η = 7.2% 
ΔEED = 0.7 eV 
HOMO = – 5.8 eV 
LUMO = – 3.6 eV 
Eg = 1.7 eV 
21
 
7 
 
 
η = 7.2% 
ΔEED = 0.7 eV 
HOMO = – 5.5 eV 
LUMO = – 3.6 eV 
Eg = 1.9 eV 
15,16
 
8 
 
 
η = 7.1% 
ΔEED = 0.9 eV 
 
HOMO =  – 5.7 eV 
LUMO = – 3.4 eV 
Eg = 2.0 eV 
22
 
a) All HOMO/LUMO levels use Fc/Fc+ as – 5.1 eV from vacuum. PCBM = – 4.3 eV 
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6.5 Promising electron-deficient structural units 
 In order for bulk heterojunction photovoltaic cells to reach 10% or higher 
efficiency with PC61BM, the LUMO of conjugated polymers must be reduced further still 
to at least – 4.0 eV while maintaining a high EQE value.  Therefore, in order to 
synthesize polymers with exceptionally low LUMO energy levels, new easily reduced 
aromatic moieties which can be readily included into conjugated polymers are required. 
 The most common method for synthesizing low band gap copolymers is the 
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) approach,
120,121
 in which the HOMO and LUMO 
energy levels are determined by different monomers, allowing the synthetic chemist to 
independently control both energy levels.  The most widely investigated ICT LUMO 
reducing materials are based upon 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BT).  One such material has 
reached IQE values of near 100% with a LUMO energy level of – 3.6 eV.
15
  Recent 
research has focused on designing aromatic moieties which are more electron-deficient 
than BT, by either adding electron-withdrawing groups, pyridinal nitrogens, or additional 
electron deficient rings to the benzothiadiazole core. 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Pyridazine-based polymer with a near optimal LUMO. 
X
PCBM 
HOMO
LUMO
-5.7 eV
-3.9 eV
HOMO
LUMO
-6.0 eV
-4.3 eV
X
Mn = 3.5 kg/mol
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 Pyridazine-based monomers are one promising yet unexplored family of electron-
deficient heterocycles that have measured LUMO energy levels between – 3.88 eV and – 
4.15 eV.  Gendron, Leclerc, and co-workers have led initial studies into these 
heterocycles as acceptors for conjugated polymers, showing significant results.
122
  The 
key drawback for these reported materials is the low molecular weight, likely due to 
inhibition of the palladium catalytic cycle during polymerization.  This drawback has 
kept performance below 1% efficiency for this class of materials.  However, the 
promising LUMO level of these materials warrants further study into methods which 
could deliver high molecular weight polymers based upon pyridazine electron acceptors 
(Table 6.2). 
 Monomers based upon indigo dye are another class of electron-deficient 
heterocycles which have the potential to provide low LUMO levels.  Initial investigations 
by Reynolds and co-workers have developed isoindigo as an electron-deficient moiety, 
yielding p-type chromophores with LUMO energy levels as low as – 3.9 eV.  When 
copolymerized in a typical ICT fashion through Stille coupling polycondensation, these 
systems yield power conversion efficiencies of over 4.0%.
123
  These initial results could 
likely be improved upon,
124-127
 and indigo and isoindigo based systems are especially 
intriguing because of their ability to attach alkyl chains to the LUMO reducing unit. 
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Table 6.2. Series of promising heterocycles which have measured LUMO energy levels 
of – 3.9 or lower that have not reached greater than 6% efficiency 
 LUMO Reducing Unit 
LUMO Range 
[ev] 
References 
1 
 
– 3.9 to – 4.2 122 
2 
 
– 3.7 to – 4.0 128 
3 
 
– 3.8 to – 3.9 123 
4 
 
– 3.6 to – 3.9 129-131 
 
  
6.6 The issue of low absorption coefficient 
 One major drawback of using exceptionally electron-deficient benzothiadiazoles 
and other electron-deficient acceptors for use in ICT copolymers is that the LUMO and 
HOMO are quite often located on different parts of the polymer, rather than delocalized 
along the polymer chain.  This leads to relatively weak absorption coefficients, since 
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excitation from the HOMO to the LUMO becomes quantum mechanically disallowed.  
An extreme example of this shortcoming is the case of polymers synthesized from 
cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b’]dithiophen-4-one (CPD)132 shown in Figure 6.4. 
 
Figure 6.4.  CPD monomer is an easily reduced, 13 electron species. Addition of 1 more 
electron causes the entire heterocyclic system to become aromatic since it has 14 
electrons. The LUMO orbital resides almost exclusively on the carbonyl. 
 
 CPD based systems such as the polymers and small molecules shown in Figure 7 
exhibit exceptionally low LUMO levels, with malonitrile condensation derivatives such 
as (3) reaching LUMO levels below – 4.2 eV.  The CPD monomer is so easily reduced 
because the unreduced form is a 13 electron ring system, one electron short of the 14 
required to fulfill Hückel’s rule.  However, even though polymers and small molecules 
synthesized with CPD based systems possess very low electrochemical band gaps, the 
optical absorption in the low energy portion of the spectrum is typically very poor.
133
  
 Similar poor absorption coefficients in the infrared portion of the absorption 
spectrum are seen in the case of benzo[1,2-c;4,5-c’]bis[1,2,5]thiadiazole (BBT) based 
copolymer systems as well, due to the same issues.
134,135
  Therefore, when designing new 
acceptors for ICT polymers, emphasis needs to be placed on delocalizing the LUMO 
along the polymer backbone, rather than localizing it on only a few atoms.  Otherwise, 
low absorption coefficients will result. 
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 Thus, while many successful electron deficient monomers have been synthesized, 
there has still not been one comonomer which allows for an optimal LUMO and EQE 
values above 70-80%.  The next generation of LUMO-reducing monomers must be 
designed with optimal LUMOs, high absorption coefficients, and structures that promote 
fast charge extraction from the bulk heterojunction in order to achieve maximum 
performance. 
 
 
Figure 6.5.  Molecules 2 and 3 have electrochemical band gaps of 2.1 and 1.7 eV 
respectively, yet the absorption coefficients below 3.0 eV (413 nm) for these compounds 
are exceptionally poor.  Adapted with permission from reference 
133
.  Copyright  2011 
American Chemical Society. 
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6.7 Side chains: beyond the solubility 
 One of the main advantages that organic solar cells can boast over their inorganic 
counterparts is that they can be solution processed, and therefore much cheaper to 
produce.  Thus, side chains are a necessary component to designing conjugated polymers.  
Recent studies have discovered that the function of these side chains is for more than just 
solubilizing purposes.  The nature of side chains employed often dictates the solid-state 
morphology in the active layer which in turn, influences intermolecular interactions such 
as polymer/polymer and polymer/PCBM, as well as charge transport.
41,136
  Inspecting the 
top polymers over 7% (Table 6.1) reveals no clear pattern of the best combination of side 
chains and where on the backbone they should be anchored.  The optimum combination 
of position and size is likely to be polymer specific and sometimes can only be 
determined after synthesizing an exhaustive library.  Nevertheless, this section will 
attempt to survey key guidelines that have emerged as generally applicable, and shine a 
spotlight on less commonly employed chains by examining the following types: non-
aromatic, aromatic, and end-group functionalized. 
 
6.8 Non-aromatic side chains 
 The vast majority of DONOR polymers utilize simple alkyl or alkoxy side chains, 
and deciding where to position them on the polymer can profoundly affect performance.  
The PBDT-DTBT series demonstrates that the optimum location for side chains should 
cause the least steric disturbance to the planarity of the polymer backbone.
137,138
  In this 
series, PBDT-4DTBT, which is alkylated at the 4-position of the thienyl groups, 
exhibited the highest efficiency in its BHJ solar cells (Table 6.3).  Similar to the control 
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polymer (non-alkylated PBDT-DTBT), PBDT-4DTBT maintains the most planar 
backbone as evidenced by its small calculated dihedral angles and low band gap.  But 
unlike the control polymer, PBDT-4DTBT’s solubilizing chains allow it to achieve a 
higher molecular weight and efficiency.  Since many donor polymers contain thienyl 
groups, the design concepts established in this work can easily be applied to those 
systems as well as others.  This study highlights the importance of strategically placing 
solubilizing chains such that there is no excessive twisting in the backbone and polymers 
can attain high molecular weight. 
 
Table 6.3.  Power conversion efficiencies, calculated dihedral angles, and polymerization 
results for PBDT-DTBT polymers.  Reprinted with permission from reference 
137
.  
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. 
 
Polymer η [%] 
Dihedral 
angle 1[°] 
Dihedral 
angle 2 [°] 
Dihedral 
angle 3 [°] 
Mn 
[kg/mol] 
Mw 
[kg/mol] 
PBDT-DTBT 1.83 4.1 10.9 14.1 9 12 
PBDT-4DTBT 0.21 5.2 14.3 30.2 27 54 
PBDT-3DTBT 0.01 50.7 36.2 17.7 37 84 
PBDT-
DTsolBT 
0.72 58 55.2 19.9 30 92 
 
 Upon deciding where to place the side chains, the next decision is what length 
(long or short) and shape (linear or branched) they should be, which can greatly impact 
properties such as Jsc and Voc.  You and co-authors studied six polymers with an identical 
backbone (PNDT-DTBT) but with varying linear and branched side chains on both the 
PBDT-DTBT
PBDT-3DTBT
PBDT-4DTBT
HOMO,-5.19 eV
LUMO,-2.85 eV
HOMO,-5.33 eV LUMO, -2.75 eV
HOMO, -5.22 eV
LUMO, -2.93 eV
PBDT-DTsolBT
HOMO,-5.43 eV
LUMO, -2.55 eV
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NDT and DTBT units.
72
   Because of the identical backbone, the different side chain 
combinations represent the difference in π-π stacking between the aromatic cores.  In 
general, a closer π-stacking distance reduces the energy barrier for intermolecular charge 
hopping while also minimizing charge trapping sites.
139
  This systematic study on PNDT-
DTBT polymers demonstrates that long and branched side chains weaken the 
intermolecular polymer interactions but also enhance Voc (polymer C10,6-C6,2).  On the 
other hand, short and straight side chains encourage polymer packing, increasing the Jsc 
at the expense of Voc (polymer C8-C6,2).  In order to mediate these opposing trends, it 
was found that short and branched side chains (polymer C6,2-C6,2) are the best 
compromise for attaining reasonably high Voc and Jsc, leading to the optimum efficiency 
of 3.36% in this series.
72
  A similar side chain study by Fréchet and co-workers found 
that longer linear side chains can be used in place of branched chains for more soluble 
cores such as the furan-diketopyrrolopyrrole system.
140
 
 Yu et al. also found that linear vs. branched chains affected polymer packing in 
the PTB polymers.
29
  As previously mentioned, PTB polymers inter-molecularly stack in 
a face-on orientation.  This favorable packing can be enhanced depending on whether or 
not the side chains are branched.  GIWAXS results revealed that the benzodithiophene 
(BnDT) unit is mostly responsible for controlling intermolecular π-π stacking interactions 
as it is composed of 3 fused aromatic units.  Therefore, branched side chains on this unit 
increase the π-π stacking distance, decreasing FF and efficiency.  For instance, the 
structures of PTB1 and PTB5 differ greatly by the chains on the BnDT unit.  PTB1 
containing a linear side chain exhibited a 3.65 Å π-π distance and 5.6% efficiency, 
whereas PTB5 containing a branched chain exhibited a larger 3.89 Å π-π distance and 
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lower efficiency of 4.1%.  In contrast, the side chain type on the thienothiophene (TT) 
unit does not appear to influence intermolecular π-π stacking, but most likely does so 
with PCBM interactions.  For example, PTB1 and PTB2 contain the same chains on 
BnDT but linear or branched side chains respectively on the TT moiety, yet both exhibit 
the same 3.65 Å π-π spacing.  In a similar side chain study on benzodithiophene and 
diketopyrrolopyrrole-based (BnDT-DPP) copolymers,
141
 Li et al. proposed that the 
electron-rich BnDT should contain a linear side chain to possibly increase its contact with 
electron-poor PCBM and enhance charge transfer.  Meanwhile the electron-deficient 
moiety DPP should contain bulky branched side chains to most likely repel PCBM and 
therefore prevent charge recombination (Figure 6.6).  Thus, polymer O-HD was the front-
runner in terms of photovoltaic performance (Table 6.5).  
 
 
Figure 6.6. Possible interaction between polymer and PCBM, charger transfer, and 
recombination pathway are shown by arrows. Gray region represent alkyl side chains.  
Reprinted with permission from reference 
141
.  Copyright 2011 American Chemical 
Society. 
 
  
Electron Rich Unit Electron Deficient Unit
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Table 6.4.  Photovoltaic structures of BnDT-DPP polymers.  Reprinted with permission 
from reference 
141
.  Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. 
 
Polymer Voc [V] Jsc [mA/cm
2
] FF [%] η [%] 
O-HD 0.71 9.4 61 4.1 
BO-BO 0.59 3.4 46 0.93 
PU-O 0.62 5.2 43 1.4 
 
 Despite these insightful studies on the type of side chains that should be used and 
where they should be anchored on the backbone of conjugated polymers, finding the 
optimum combination is still very much polymer specific and likely still an empirical 
process.  For example, Fréchet and co-workers investigated a series of co-polymers 
(PBnDT-TPD) based on the BnDT and N-alkylthieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD) 
(Scheme 5).
41
  According to grazing incidence X-ray scattering (GIXS) studies, PBnDT-
TPD polymers may also pack face-on toward the substrate.  However, unlike the 
thienothiophene (TT) in the previously mentioned PTB series, chain length on TPD 
moiety did in fact influence π-π stacking in the PBnDT-TPD series.  The ethylhexyloxy 
chain on the BnDT was kept constant where R was varied on the TPD moiety.  PBnDT-
TPD1, which contained a short and branched ethylhexyl chain showed a larger π-stacking 
distance of 3.8 Å whereas PBnDT-TPD2 and PBnDT-TPD3, which contained 
dimethyloctyl and octyl chains respectively, showed a smaller d-spacing of 3.6 Å and 
higher efficiencies in their BHJ devices. 
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Scheme 6.2. Structures of PBnDT-TPD polymers. 
 
6.9 Aromatic side chains 
Although much effort has gone into determining position, length, and branching 
of these solubilizing alkyl chains, the research field developing non-alkyl solubilizing 
chains, still remains under-explored.  Aromatic side chains are particularly attractive 
since they can extend the conjugation of the polymer and therefore possibly promote hole 
mobility.  Huo et al. reported a series of PBDTTT polymers which compare alkylthienyl 
side chains against alkoxy chains.
14,142
  Both of the alkylthienyl-substituted polymers 
exhibited smaller band gaps, larger Jsc values, and higher efficiencies.  The higher Jsc 
values were attributed to the higher hole mobilities of these polymers.  These results 
indicate that although aromatic units as side chains may cause steric hindrance, this steric 
bulk can be advantageous if it extends conjugation and does not cause excessive 
repulsion between the polymer and PCBM.   
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Table 6.5. Photovoltaic properties of the PBDTTT polymer series.  Reprinted with 
permission from reference 
14
.  Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KgaA.   
 
Polymer Voc [V] 
Jsc 
[mA/cm
2
] 
FF [%] η [%] 
μhole 
[cm
2
/V·s] 
PBDTTT-E 0.66 11.53 54.7 4.16 1.50 × 10
-3
 
PBDTTT-E-T 0.68 14.59 62.6 6.21 6.74 × 10
-3
 
PBDTTT-C 0.70 15.51 59.2 6.43 5.53 × 10
-4
 
PBDTTT-C-T 0.74 17.48 58.7 7.59 0.27 
 
 
6.10 End-group functionalized side chains 
 Since charge separation occurs at the DONOR/ACCEPTOR interface, the 
physical interaction between the polymer and PCBM has a significant impact on device 
performance.   Kim and co-workers have demonstrated that there’s a correlation between 
end-group modification and the morphology of the active layer.
143
  In their study, poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) polymers end-capped with -Br, -OH, -CH2CH3, and -CF2CF2CF3 
were examined (Table 6.7).  Of the four, P3HT-CH3 and P3HT-CF3 showed the highest 
efficiencies in BHJ devices and closest surface energies to PCBM.  These well-matched 
surface energies resulted in a favorable balance between miscibility and phase separation 
between the polymer and PCBM, which ultimately led to better charge transport across 
the donor-acceptor interfaces.  This suggests precedence that fluorinated polymers are 
morphologically compatible with PCBM. 
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Table 6.6.  Photovoltaic parameters of end-functional-group modified P3HT.  Adapted 
with permission from reference 
143
.  Copyright 2010 Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag 
GmbH & Co. KgaA. 
 
 Voc [V] Jsc [mA/cm
2
] FF [%] η [%] 
Surface energies  
[mJ /m
2
] 
P3HT-Br 0.59 9.89 0.55 3.2 39.2 
P3HT-OH 0.58 7.65 0.46 2.1 40.3 
P3HT-CH3 0.60 10.69 0.61 4.0 35.1 
P3HT-CF3 0.60 10.89 0.69 4.5 34.3 
PCBM -- -- -- -- 34.2 
 
 So far there are a limited number of side chain end-modified polymer examples.  
However, the following squarine dyes and diketopyrrolopyrrole molecules have shown 
promising results.  Bagnis et al. compared two new alkyl- and alkyenyl-functionalized 
squarine dyes and found that both molecules had the same energy levels, band gap, and 
morphology.
144
  However, the non-covalent alkenyl-phenyl interactions in Sqr. 2 resulted 
in a smaller stacking distance between the cores.  This then translated into a higher 
mobility and higher Jsc.  In a similar fashion, Bao and co-workers reported that the 
siloxane-terminated solubilizing chains of diketopyrrolopyrrole-based molecule (PII2T-
Si) for thin-film transistors decreased the π-π stacking between adjacent molecules and 
boosted the hole mobility.
145
  In light of these results, employing alkyenyl, siloxane, or 
end groups with similar effects are certainly synthetically feasible and could likely 
improve hole mobility. 
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Scheme 6.3. Structures of (a) Sqr. and (b) PII2T derivatives. 
  
6.11 Recommendation 
 Although deciding the appropriate side chains for specific polymers is an 
empirical process that will no doubt require the creation of libraries to discover the best 
combination, certain key guidelines have indeed emerged.  The first is that the location of 
the side chains should be such that they cause the least amount of twisting along the 
backbone.  The second is that in general, short and branched side chains seem to 
concurrently provide the optimal Jsc and Voc.  And finally, both aromatic and end-
functionalized side chains have shown the potential to enhance hole mobility through 
strengthening intermolecular polymer-polymer interactions.  Thus, alkenyl-, siloxane-
terminated and thienyl side chains should be further explored as well as many others.  
There are other important issues regarding side chains which are beyond the scope of this 
discussion but nevertheless merit further consideration, including but not limited to side 
chain density
146
 and fluorinated side chains for use as interfacial additive layers.
9595
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6.12 Parting remarks 
 Pushing the power conversion efficiency past 10% is certainly within the organic 
photovoltaic community’s reach, however doing so will require synergistic efforts from 
synthetic chemists to physicists to engineers to tackle current hurdles.  The issues 
mentioned in this dissertation are not meant to be an exhaustive laundry list, but rather a 
few key topics to inspire further studies.  An emerging theme is the need for a better 
understanding of correlating structure-property relationships.  Although much emphasis 
is often placed on lowering the HOMO level to increase Voc, focusing on developing 
LUMO-reducing moieties would recover wasted energy during electron transfer to 
PCBM while enhancing Voc and Jsc as well.  Studies elucidating how PCBM interacts 
with the polymer are also especially vital.  Various studies have implied that electron-
poor PCBM should be kept near the electron-rich moiety of the polymer to enhance 
charge dissociation, while PCBM should be kept away from the electron-poor moiety to 
prevent charge recombination.  These proposed models have yet to be proven or 
disproven, however studies have demonstrated that both fluorine and side chain 
substituents can tune these interactions.  If such structure-property relationships can be 
determined, this will greatly aid toward the movement of reaching 10% efficiency and 
beyond. 
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APPENDIX A 
Supporting Information for Chapter 2 
 
 
 
Figure A.1.  DFT calculations of the dihedral angles and HOMO/LUMO levels for 
BnDT co-polymerized with alkyl TT (1), ester TT (2), and alkyl TTz (3). 
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Table A.1.  Mobility data for PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT in CB and DCB. 
 
Polymer Solvent 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Mobility 
(cm
2
/V·s) 
PBnDT-TT CB 106 4.52 × 10
-5
 
PBnDT-TTz CB 93 2.18 × 10
-4
 
PBnDT-TT DCB 100 2.22 × 10
-4
 
PBnDT-TTz DCB 101 4.84 × 10
-4
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Figure A.2.  Mobility curves for PBnDT-TTz and PBnDT-TT in CB and DCB. 
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Experimental Procedures 
 
3-bromothiop hene-4-carboxylic acid (1).  To a solution of 3,4-dibromothiophene 
(13.0 mmol, 3.15 g) stirring in anhydrous hexanes at -78 °C, 2.5M n-butyllithium in 
hexanes (13.0 mmol, 5.2 mL) was slowly added.  The reaction mixture was stirred for 30 
minutes and then 0.6 mL THF was added.  CO2 (dry ice) was then bubbled into the 
reaction mixture for 1 hour.  Afterward, 10% NaOH solution was added to the reaction 
mixture.  The hexanes layer was extracted 3 times with 10% NaOH solution.  The 
aqueous phases were collected and acidified with 1N HCl until a white precipitate 
formed.  The white solid was collected by filtration with water.  Yield: 32%.  
1
H NMR 
(DMSO-d6, 300 MHz, δ): 8.36 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 1H), 7.76 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 1H). 
 
3-amino-4-bromothiophene (2).  To a solution of 3,4-dibromothiophene (2.06 mmol, 
0.498g) in anhydrous diethyl ether, at -78 °C, 2.5M n-butyllithium in hexanes (2.22 
mmol, 0.89 mL) was slowly added.  The reaction mixture was stirred for 30 minutes and 
then p-toluenesulfonyl azide (2.22 mmol, 0.438 g) was added.  Stirring at -78 °C 
continued for 3 hours before 1M trimethylphosphine in toluene was added.  The reaction 
was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred overnight.  Afterward, the reaction 
mixture was extracted with saturated sodium bicarbonate and ethyl acetate.  The organic 
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layers were combined and dried over MgSO4.  The compound was then purified by 
column chromatography by eluting with 90/5/5 hexanes/ethyl acetate/triethylamine 
mixture.  Yield: 54% (over two steps). 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, δ): 7.13 (d, J = 3.6 
Hz, 1H), 6.20 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 1H), 3.77 (br, 2H).  
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Figure A.3.  
1
H NMR spectrum of 3-bromothiophene-4-carboxylic acid (compound 1). 
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Figure A.4.  
1
H NMR spectrum of 3-amino-4-bromothiophene (compound 2). 
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Figure A.5.  
1
H NMR spectrum of N-(4-bromothiophenyl)-3-ethylheptanamide 
(compound 3). 
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Figure A.6.  
13
C NMR spectrum of N-(4-bromothiophenyl)-3-ethylheptanamide 
(compound 3). 
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Figure A.7.  
1
H NMR spectrum of N-(4-bromothiophenyl)-3-ethylheptanethioamide 
(compound 4). 
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Figure A.8.  
13
C NMR spectrum of N-(4-bromothiophenyl)-3-ethylheptanethioamide 
(compound 4). 
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Figure A.9. 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2-(2-ethylhexyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole (compound 
TTz). 
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Figure A.10.  
13
C NMR spectrum of 2-(2-ethylhexyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole (compound 
TTz). 
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Figure A.11. 
1
H NMR spectrum of 4,6-dibromo-2-(2-ethylhexyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole 
(compound 5).  
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Figure A.12. 
13
C NMR spectrum of 4,6-dibromo-2-(2-ethylhexyl)thieno[3,4-d]thiazole 
(compound 5). 
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Figure A.13.  
1
H NMR spectrum of PBnDT-TTz. 
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Figure A.14.  
1
H NMR spectrum of PBnDT-TT. 
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APPENDIX B 
Supporting Information for Chapter 3 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.1.  DFT calculations of the HOMO and LUMO levels for PNDT-TTz. 
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Figure B.2.  External quantum efficiency of PNDT-TTz. 
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Figure B.3.  
1
H NMR spectrum of 4-bromo-2-heptylthieno[3,4-d]thiazole (Br-TTz). 
 
 
Figure B.4.  
13
C NMR spectrum of 4-bromo-2-heptylthieno[3,4-d]thiazole (Br-TTz). 
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Figure B.5.  
1
H NMR spectrum of N-(4-bromothiophen-3-yl)formamide (compound 9). 
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Figure B.6.  
13
C NMR spectrum of N-(4-bromothiophen-3-yl)formamide (compound 9).  
13
C NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, δ): 158.22, 131.86, 121.99, 112.21, 103.34. 
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APPENDIX C 
Supporting Information for Chapter 4 
 
 
 
 
Table C.1.  Density functional theory (DFT) predictions of energy levels of proposed 
fluorine-substituted polymers. 
 
 
Molecule HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] Eg [eV] 
1 – 5.21 – 1.93 3.28 
2 – 5.27 – 2.12 3.16 
3 – 5.28 – 2.17 3.11 
4 – 5.35 – 2.32 3.04 
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Figure C.1.  DFT calculations of the HOMO and LUMO levels of Polymer 1. 
 
 
Figure C.2.  DFT calculations of the HOMO and LUMO levels of Polymer 2. 
HOMO = - 5.21 eV LUMO = - 1.93 eV
HOMO = - 5.27 eV LUMO = - 2.12 eV
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Figure C.3.  DFT calculations of the HOMO and LUMO levels of Polymer 3. 
 
Figure C.4.  DFT calculations of the HOMO and LUMO levels of Polymer 4. 
HOMO = - 5.28 eV LUMO = - 2.17 eV
HOMO = -5.35 eV LUMO = - 2.32 eV
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APPENDIX D 
Supporting Information for Chapter 5 
 
 
 
Figure D.1.  
1
H NMR spectrum of 4,8-bis((2-butyloctyl)thio)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-
b']dithiophene (SBnDT). 
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